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A BAG WITH HOLES *
It's money, money, money, money.
But strange to say - it isn't funny.
It's gone before you have the stuff,
One never seems to have enough.
A score of things cry, More, more,
more,

And earning it is quite a chore.
It's taxes, tooth paste, peppermints,
Three loaves of bread, some shoes, a
fence,

Gas bills, electric, groceries many,
(We see m to eat until we're skinny).
It's vitamins, aspirins, and pills,
All eating up our dol lar bills.
As Haggai said in days of yore,
It seems as if we simply pour
Our wages in a bag with holes.
Our guilt is great, but God consoles
Our weary hearts with treasure sure;
Blood-stained, gilt-edged, guaranteed
secure!
SIMON C. WALBURG

Devotional Studies
in Ephesians (14)

Our Shoes and Our Shield
" ... and having shod your feet with the preparation
of the gospel of peace; withal taking up the shield
of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all
the fiery darts of the evil one." EPHESIANS 6; 15, 16

lEONARD GREENWAY

T IS IMPERATIVE that the sol
diers of Christ b e completely clad.
Our spiritual warfare demands ade
quate equipment. Even the feet must
be provided for. They must always be
shod in readiness for service. It is
not enough that we have an inclina
tion to do the will of God. There
must be preparedness as well.

I

There are Christians who empha
size religious knowledge at the ex
pense of religious service. They oc
cupy themselves almost exclusively
with the doctrines of the faith to the
neglect of practical activities. Chris
tianity for them is knowing God's will,
studying God's will, and sometimes
arguing about God's will. They seem
to ignore or minimize the doing of
God's wilL Of course, we must be on
our guard against going to the other
extreme. There are Christians, un
fortunately, who are all doing with
little knowing. They want to be ac
tive, but are reluctant to take time to
find out what it is all about. The
Psalmist indicates a wholesome bal
ance in Psalm 143 which we all do
well to imitate. In verse 8 he prays,
"Cause me to know the way wherein
I should walk," and then in verse
10 he prays, "Teach me to do thy
will."
Readiness for service is a distin
guishing element in Christian char
acter. Once we have enlisted in the
cause of · Christ we are expected to
prepare for the march. Little is ac
complished by remaining in the bar
racks . We must take to the road to
tell others the tidings of peace com
mitted to us. The very nature of
Christ's Kingdom enforces upon us
this readiness to move out into the
troubled ways of life. We profess,
do we not, that the cause of Christ is

paramount to every other interest?
Do not tlle militant hymns of the
Church testify to that fact? We must
be ready and disposed to sacrifice
ease, comfort, possessions, and what
ever else may be required to promote
the extension of God's Kingdom and
the honor of his Name. Our shoe
leather should be worn thin by steps
to the despairing, the destitute, and
the lost.
The blunt truth is that without this
disposition to serve Christ beyond the
comfort of our arm-chair we have no
satisfactory evidence that we really
belong to his army.
Put on the armor; shod with
peace
Thy feet shall firm endure;
Though snares beset and thorns
may pierce,
He makes thy footsteps sure.

•
"Withal taking up the shield of
faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the evil
one." Faith is an elemental grace of
Christian character. It is a grace that
honors God, for it disposes the soul
to relinquish every other reliance and
to rest solely upon the divine prom
ises. Even when there are no evi
dences that these promises will be
fulfilled, when life becomes heavy
and help seems far away, faith leans
firmly upon the Word of God. And
that Word never fails us. People who
bank on the Bible always come
through. There is adventure in faith.
It is the secret that overcomes the
world (I John 5:4).
Let us make sure we understand
the function of this shield. It is not

a protection against every unwelcome
circumstance. It does not ward off
sorrow. It does not keep away sick
ness or pain. Such immunities are
never promised a Christian. What is
promised is that the shield of faith
will defend us against "all the fiery
darts of the evil one." This means
that when sickness, pain, sorrow, and
losses come, as they will for everyone
of us, the shield of faith will frustrate
the designs of the devil as he tries
to make these circumstances into
openings through which to attack
our souls. Faith shields against the
pessimism that so easily rises out of
pain. It shields against the spirit of
murmuring that is born of sorrow and
loss. It protects us against the bit
terness to which a disappointroent
can give birth.
Take up the shield of faith! The
prophets used it and found it good.
The apostles used it and it never
failed them. The glorious army of
the martyrs used it and shouted their
triumph as they went into death.
Take up this heaven-tempered buck
ler! Turn it this way and that against
the assaults of the adversary. God
will keep his Word when he says that
with this shield you will be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the evil
one.
Faith is a gift of God. He never
mocks us with his gifts. What he
makes available will prevail.

-PRAYER 
Almighty God, help us to grasp
firmly what thou givest. Recover us
from our faltering poise and protect
us from Satan's onsets. Amen.
Pf!

Only One Name - Or Mary's Also?*
GORDON J. SPYKMAN
HAIL MARYI

"Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord
is with thee. Blessed art thou among
women, and blessed is Jesus, the
fruit of thy womb. Holy Mary,
Mother of God, pray for us, sinners,
now and in the hour of Our death.
Amen."

As children of the Reformation
what shall we say of these things?
This prayer constitutes one of the
heart-beats of Roman Catholic liturgy.
It is laden with deeply religious sig
nificance. Yet Rome insists that its
Mariology, and the piety attached to
it, is not a tmnsgression of the first
commandment. Veneration is paid
to Mary, not worship. This venera
tion in no way violates the Biblically
established distance between the di
vine and the human, nor the unique
ness of Cluist's per son and work.
Mary's praise never has the effect of
eclipsing the glory due to Christ the
Mediator. Mary and her Son are in
dissolubly bound together in realizing
man's hope of salvation. This coopera
tion is free, however, of all confusion,
just as the sun and the moon are
unconfused. What the sun is to the
moon, that Christ is to Mary. Hers
is only a reflected glory.
REAL CONFLICT

Is it true then, after all, that this
phase of the Rome-Reformation con
flict is simply one grand misrepre
sentation and misunderstanding? Or
is it still true that the brilliant light
of Catholic adoration beamed upon
Mary casts a shadow over the Christ
of the Scriptures, obscuring the ex
clusiveness of his redemptive work
and detracting from the absoluteness
of his claims regarding himself? This
article is aimed at explicating the
Reformation's affirmative answer to
the latter question and its negative
answer to the former question. The
conflict at this point is real. For
Mariology constitutes a breach of
'* This article is a sequel to another article by
the same author, entitled "Ave Maria u , which
appeared in the December, 1958, number of
this journal.
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Scripture's declaration that Christ's
name is the only name given under
heaven whereby we must be saved.
MOTHER OF GOD

The Council of Ephesus in A.D.
431 referred to Mary as the "Mother
of God". The passing centuries have
made it abundantly clear tllat Rome
views this Theotokos expression in a
radically different light than the
Reformation. Without doubt the
early Church Fathers at Ephesus em
ployed this term to define orthodox
Christian Christology in opposition to
certain N estorians, who sought to
drive a deep wedge between the
human and divine natures of Christ.
As Mariological traditions grew, how
ever, a significant shift of context set
in. Persistently Catholicism seized
upon this expression to bolster its
Mariology, thus bending it to an end
at variance with its original usage.
From all this one thing at least is
evident. In its Mariology the Vatican
always has and still does assume a
sh'ong, deliberate position. There is
an undeniable consistency in this un
folding pattern of Church dogma.
Mariology is not a loose appendage
to Roman Catholic tlleology. It is an
integral part of the whole. Conse
quently it is simply one more outlook
upon that decisive crossroad which
marks an irreparable pro·ting of the
ways.. Recent Mariology has served
only to deepen that rift.
VIRGIN BIRTH

Behind the dogma of Mary, as its
silent background and the spiritual
soil out of which it grows, is the
deeply embedded concept, which is
inherent in all Catholic thought, and
which undergirds it, namely that on
the strength of a prevenient grace
(meaning a grace which precedes
repentance and faith, enabling the
recepient to respond to God's de
mands and the call of the gospel
Ed.) man is free and able to cooperate
in working out his own salvation. Of
this Mary is the supreme example.

When the angel Gabriel appears to
her to announce the birth of Jesus
the Savior, Mary in reply offers her
fiat, her willing consent, upon which
the Virgin Birth is made contingent.
She declares: "Behold the handmaid
of the Lord; be it unto me according
to thy word." Hereby she indicates
her readiness to perform the role '
assigned her in God's plan of re
demption. The initiative is divine.
Yet somehow, along with this sover
eignty of divine .grace, real cooper
ative and meritorious value is as
cribed to Mary's worthiness and re
ceptivity and willing endorsement of
God's proposal. Mary exemplifies
the epitome of human cooperation
in God's program of redemption. It
is therefore reasonable that she
should be granted priority in the
glorification of body and soul via her
Heavenly Ascension.
GOSPEL ECLIPSE

We are confronted here with the
Roman Catholic "ami" in its deepest
meaningfulness. Just as faith ami
good works, Scripture and tradition
stand together, so here Christ ami
Mary. This is the so-called complex
ity of Catholicism, in four-square
contradiction of the so-called sim
plicity of the Reformation's assertion
of Paul's teaching that by grace alone
have ye been saved, only through
faith in CIu'ist, who bears the only
name which answers man's need.
Were these dogmas of Mary based
on Scriptural truths, which may not
be silenced, we would be obliged to
bow to them. In fact, however, we
are faced here with an eclipse of the
g 0 s pel more thoroughgoing than
perhaps at any other point in Catholic
dogma. If it has been difficult for
Catholic theologians to vindicate Bibli
cally many previous papal decrees,
it will 'prove completely futile with
recent developments in Mariology.
They stand in flagrant contradiction
to the most fundamental motives of
Scripture. Instead of proclaiming
Christ, and him only, they detract in .
TORCH and TRUMPET Februa
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a most serious way from the all
sufficient character of his atoIring
work.
CENTRAL CRITICISM

Rome emphatically insists that it
makes no pretensions to deity for
Mary. It wants to maintain its trin
itarian orthodoxy. Mary is admittedly
placed as close to the throne of God
as it is possible for a creature to be,
yet short of deification. She is
Daughter of God the Father, Mother
of God the Son, and Bride of God
the Holy Spirit. She is Queen of
Heaven. But she occupies this su
premely glorious position precisely
as a creature. She was, after all, such
a purely holy and fully consecrated
person, that this singular honor was
properly bestowed upon her, and that
by personal merit.
Here again we touch the heart of
our criticism. This dog m a pre
supposes that a creature can cooperate
in his own salvation and in that of
others. Rome teaches that just as the
Mother Church has been ordained to
distribute grace unto salvation, so the
Mother of God has a peculiar re
sponsibility in this same work. As
creature she is a divine helper and as
such so completely an extraordinary
creature that, despite all Catholic
protests, the line between the human
and the divine threatens to become
very thin. One feels throughout a
relativizing of the basic truths of
Scripture and a leaning on popular
piety which borders on a dogmati
cally sanctioned transgression of the
first commandment.
SAINT AND SINNER

When we turn to Scripture, we find
there a picture of Mary which is in
itself the most convincing indictment
possible of Roman Catholic Mari
ology. Soberly, respectfully, she is
pictured as the blessed virgin and the
mother of Jesus. At the same time
she is like unto us in all things, sin
included. As believer she is justified
before God by faith in Christ, her
Son after the flesh. Yet as sinner
she too falls under divine judgment,
and escapes that judgment by taking
refuge in the same blood which saves
us all and by confessing with us the
only name given under heaven whereTORCH and TRUMPET, February, 1959

by we must be saved. Her faith was
great. In that she remains our ex
ample. Yet she with others was slow
of heart to believe all that the proph
ets foretold about Christ's life and
death. She withstood him more than
she supported him. She misunder
stood him as long as she insisted on
standing at his side, and understood
him only after she took her place on
the side of fallen mankind. Christ
was compelled at times to reprimand
her wrong insights, and once left her
standing outside the door with the
remark: "He who does God's will,
he is my mother." As time went on
Jesus gradually relinquished Mary
as mother, . and Mary in tum had to
exchange Jesus as son for Jesus as
Savior. On the cross Cluist appoints
Marya new son, the apostle John.

sented only in the glorified Christ.
He is the New Man, and he alone.
In its Mariology Roman Catholic
theology projects prematurely into
this age that which belongs only to
the age to come. In all this lies the
very real danger, that Rome will be
led to place increasingly less empha
sis on the true humanity of Christ,
allowing it to be concealed within
His deity, while his humanity be
comes more and more reflected in
Mary. Thus the way may be paved
for attributing greater mediatorial
functions to Mary. In the measure
that this takes place the believer is
deprived of his only solid comfort,
namely that in Christ Jesus God be
came Man, like us in all things, sin
excepted. Nothing of this may be
sacrificed in any way.

ONE AMONG OTHERS

THE MAGNIFICAT

In the New Testament Church
Mary did not occupy a position of
exceptional honor, to say nothing of
supernatural honor. She was one
among others, all living by the grace
of God. She was indeed held in high
esteem as one highly blessed and as
mother of the Lord. Still she was
content to be known as one of low
estate, the obedient handmaid of the
Lord. Like us all, she was a tried and
tempted believer, sharing alike in the
commOn solidarity of human sin and
heir also of the promise of eternal
life.
OUR ONLY COMFORT

This is precisely our comfort. For
thus her life becomes a priceless
hymn of praise to the unspeakable
gift of God in her Son. The Roman
doctrine robs us of this comfort by
exalting in Mary not primarily the
greatness of God's mercy, but the
high virtues of the creature. She is
elevated above the communion of
those who to their dying breath are
saints and sinners. An unbridgeable
distance is projected between her and
us. Henceforth she belongs forever
to the order of Christ, sharing with
him the first-fruits of full glorifica
tion. She is released forever from the
changing scenes of our lives.
The gospel is clear, however, that
in this dispensation the image of man
exalted to God's right hand is repre

What true veneration of Mary
should consist of may be learned
from Luther's commentary on the
Magnificat. Just as in the beginning
of creation God made the world out
of nothing, says Luther, so this divine
way of working is reflected in God's
choice of Mary. At all times his
works are such that out of that which
is nothing, w 0 r t hIe s s, despised,
wretched and dead he makes that
which is something, precious, honor
able, blessed, and living. They who
preach loudly about Mary's merits do
injustice to her, spoil the Magnificat,
make the mother of God a liar, and
diminish the grace of God. Mary
simply lets God have his way with
her, and draws from this only a deep
comfort, joy, and trust in God. A
right Magnificat is revealed in this,
that we praise God's mercy bestowed
on her of low estate. For in her God
began that steep descent down the
road of humiliation which led to the
bitter sufferings and death of the
cross, in order to reveal his glory in
the concealments of a humble birth.
So far Luther.
Only in this way can we rightly
understand Christ's answer to that
voice from the crowd which eulogized
the mother of Christ when he re
sponded: "Yea rather, blessed are
they that hear the Word of God, and
keep itl"
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Calvin and the Union Seminary
in Nigeria
L. PRAAMSMA

The Reformed Journal of Septem
ber, 1958, contained an article by Prof.
De Koster, entitled GENEVA TO
GINDIRI. I thought it most inter
esting and suggestive. The author
sought to circumscribe the broad and
inescapably difficult question of our
Church's participation in the Semin
ary of Northern Nigeria by the teach
ings of John Calvin. As such, his
effort is most laudable.
The stock of the Reformer of Gen
eva is rising in our day. Not only in
Grand Rapids, but also in Canada.
The Canadian-born church historian,
McNeil, in his HISTORY AND
CHARACTER OF CAL VINISM,
speaks of a revival of Calvinism in
the Anglo-Saxon world. Sad to say,
he also adds, that this revival is not
much affected by the English activi
ties of the Christian Ref 0 r m e d
Church (p. 432). However, here, in
the article of De Koster, we have an
exception. H ere, in the confines of
our Church, we have a genuine at
tempt to acquaint our people with
the writings of this great church
father. Especially should we joy in
this fact when we note that Prof. De
Koster quotes from the letters of
Calvin, which PAR EXCELLENCE
display the qualities of Calvin, his
knowledge of Scripture and of men,
his principial firmness, his ability in
dealing with p ersons, etc. Thus, we
are glad with these quotations of
Calvin.
However, to quote well is a great
art. Someone once said: "Give me a
quotation, and I can hang the writer
with it." The writings of Calvin have
often been misquoted. Years ago, in
The Netherlands, some attempt was
made to prove that Calvin was one
of the champions of higher criticism
of Scripture. Later on, enthusiasts
for the theology of Karl Barth engen
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dered a new interest in the writings of
Calvin. But, these quotations, as Mc
Neil says so rightly, were "divergent
interpretations of the RefOlmation
and particularly of Calvin." He des
cribes the theology of Barth as a
"widely variant Calvinism." More
recently, the ecumenical movement
tried to annex Calvin as one of its
prophets. It frequently quoted his
famous statement that he would cross
ten seas if only it would bring the
churches nearer together. But, wit
tingly or unwittingly, this ecumenical
movement forgot that Calvin did not
have all churches in mind here, and
that he wanted a unity founded on
the Word of God and bound together
by a clear expression of the main
points of doctrine.
So also brother De Koster. In his
article, referred to above, he sought
to demonstrate that it is "in the spirit
of Calvin, that whatever our differ
ences may be, we may yet b e drawn
the closer together." In that light,
which De Koster thinks to be the
light of Geneva, he wishes his reader
to see our current problem of co-oper
ation in Nigeria. In fact, he offers
a number of quotations of Calvin to
prove his thesis.
I would repeat that I am thankful
to Prof. De Koster for his lofty aim.
However, I regret that I can have
little admiration for his choice and
his interpretation of quotations on
this point. As to his choice of quo
tations, I ask, for instance, what
about Castellio? What about Bosec?
What about the Anabaptists? What
about the Sozzini's? What about
Servet? Etc., etc. Secondly, as to
interpretation of quotations, any good
church historian knows that Calvin
wrote a fine treatise on the same
topiC in question, ''Vera Christianae
Pacificationis et Ecclesiae Reforman-

dae Ratio." Why didn't br. De Koster
quote this work? It is especially in
regard to Prof. De Koster's inter
pretation of quotations in his above
named article, that I shall seek to
demonstrate that he has not rightly
interpreted John Calvin.
However, before I seek to do this,
I would like to stress one other mat
ter. And that is this, that I whole
heartedly agree with De Koster on
one point. Among all the Reformers,
Calvin was foremost in striving for
the unity of the churches of the
Reformation. Calvin was not as in
tolerant as many historians have pic
tured him. He united the Swiss
churches; he had his spiritual chil
dren and brethren all over the world;
he could even overlook some things
for the sake of co-operation with
fellow-b elievers. Calvin was a man
of unity on a sound basis.
But John Calvin was not a man
of union at all costs. De Koster did
not always remember this distinction.
That is why I feel compelled to write
on this subject.

•
The first quotation (article "Gen
eva to GindiJ:i," Reformed Joumal,
Sept., 1958 ) was taken from Calvin's
preface to the Commentary on Ro
mans. It reads: "God never designed
in such a way to exercise liberality
towards his servants, as that each
should be endowed with a full and
perfect understanding on every point;
and doubtless, in this respect, he in
tended in the first place, to keep us
humble, and next of all to keep up
and maintain the desire and exercise
of brotherly love and communion."
Prof. De Koster interpreted these
words as follows : "Calvin taught that
even doctrinal differences among
believers ought to promote not dis
sension, but unity." But, Calvin did
not say that. He was not speaking in
this quotation about doctrinal dif
ferences; there is no reference to
such, not in the WOl'ds quoted, nor in
the context. Calvin was speaking only
about differences in understanding
certain Scriptural texts. Yes, if our
readers would care to make the effort,
tlley would find tllat Calvin, a bit
further down from the above quotaTORCH and TRUMPET, February, 1959

tion, warned against misunderstand
ing in the way that br. D e Koster
misunderstands. My Dutch edition
(I do not possess an English edition
as yet) says: "Daarenboven, ofschoon
dit geschiedt in de uitlegging der H.
Schrift, zo zal men in de hoofdstuk
ken der leer, waarin de Here wi!, dat
de harten der zijnen voornamelijk een
drachtig zijn, minder vrijheid nemen.
Dat ik die beide gezocht heb, zullen
de lezers lichtelijk bevinden."
I shall seek to translate my above
quotation from Calvin: "Moreover,
although this (liberality of under
standing certain texts debatable - in
sertion mine, L. P.) is to be allowed
in .the exposition of Holy Scripture,
yet one ought to be less lenient in
important points of doctrine, for in
these pOints of doctrine, the Lord
wills that the hearts of His own shall
be united." In other words, Calvin
said here that he tried both. He
sought to distinguish between points
of necessary agreement of doctrine,
and between points of permitted dif
ference. At the point where doctrine is
fixed by the infallible Word, he came
to a borderline where he, the exegete,
had no liberty. It is indeed regret
table that br. De Koster did not note
this twofold attitude of Calvin, which
lies at the heart of the discussion from
which he (De Koster) quo ted.
If he had noted this twofold attitude,
I am sure, his article (referred to)
would not have been so one-sided.
Br. De Koster's second quotation
is that taken from Calvin's letter to
Bucer (1538), in which he first dis
approves of the teaching of Bucer.
'1t always appeared to me a thing
utterly intolerable that in the work
in question you overturned from its
foundations the doctrine of justifica
tion by faith." But Calvin is further
quoted as saying in this letter: "The
Lord is my witness that it is not with
the mind alone but with my very
bowels, that I dissent as often as I
see that I do not agree with pious
men, and especially with you whose
most excellent gifts besides your piety
I cannot but cherish and look up
to . . .. May the Lord preserve you
and increase in you his gifts, most
worthy and dearest brother." Br. De
TORCH and TRUMPET, February, 1959

Koster, seeing the conclusive force of
these words of Calvin, is so convinced
of Calvin's agreement with the forces
in our Church who favor united
theological training in Nigeria, that
he says: "A more moving testimony
to Calvin's conviction that unity tran
scends grave difference of opinion
might be difficult to find."
But, in my opinion, Prof. De Koster
is badly mistaken. If the brother had
listened to the whole letter of Calvin
here, he would have noted that Cal
vin is striving against a character
defect of Bucer. It was a character
defect much simi!ar to the one he also
strove against in Melanchton, - com
promising too m u c h! Without a
doubt, Calvin believed both to be his
fathers and brothers. However, he
could not agree with the middle-of
the-road position they constantly took.
The very letter which br. De Koster
quoted, gives abundant proof of Cal
VIn s
disapproval of compromise:
"Those precautions of yours to treat
all things smoothly is becoming every
day more hurtful. I know what you
used to allege as an excuse, - that
the minds of the more simple are not
to be alienated from religion by con
tentious disputes, whom it were bet
ter to attract by every means, pro
vided they be conciliated by nothing
which may not be conceded without
impiety. I answer you, as I always
have done, IF YOU WISH TO
MAKE CHRIST ACCEPTABLE TO
ALL, YOU ARE NOT, HOWEVER,
TO CONSTRUCT A NEW GOSPEL;
and certainly it is manifest to what
these things will tend. When you
have heard that the invocation of
the saints was devised by the super
stition of men rather than founded on
the Word of God, you immediately
add, however, we owe that deference
to the authority of the holy fathers,
that an invocation of the kind that is
recommended in their writings is not
to be entirely condemned. Thus you
are continually in the habit of ob
truding the i r authority UNDER
COLOR OF WHICH ANY FALSITY
MAY PASS FOR TRUTH. Is it truly
sanctifying God to pay such defer
ences to men, as that His truth should
not alone bear sway over us? Every

where you seem to wish the sharing
of a kind of divided empire between
Christ and the Pope. When I have
brought myself to the greatest kind
liness of feeling, still there are cer
tain things which I cannot assent to
without doing violence to the testi
mony of my conscience."
I repeat, brothers and sisters, if
Prof. De Koster thinks that this letter
of Calvin to Bucer is a moving testi
mony of Calvin's conviction that unity
transcends grave difference of opin
ion, then his eyes and my eyes don't
read the same things from the same
letter. It is my humble opinion that
tIlis letter, rather, is a most moving
testimony to Calvin's conviction that
unity ought not to be bought at any
price. Calvin, here, warns most vigor
ously against a superficial unity
which always has said, and is still
saying today, that "a.ny fa.lsity may
pass for truth."
There is another De Koster quota
tion. It is taken from Calvin's com
mentary on I Corinthians 14:31. "For
no one will ever be a good teacher,
who does not show himself to be
teachable, as no one will ever be
found who has, in himself alone, such
an overflowing in respect of perfec
tion of doctrine, as not to derive any
benefit from listening to others. Let
all, therefore, undertake the office of
teaching on this principle, that they
do not refuse or grudge to be scholars
to each other in their turn, whenever
there shall be afforded to others the
means of edifying the church." vVhen
Prof. De Koster deduces from this
quotation that Calvin taught humility
as the gateway to unity, then I agree
with fervency. But, when br. De
Koster also concludes from it that
differences of knowledge and under
standing become only occasion for
blessed communion, I object with all
my heart.
Here Prof. De Koster forgets, as in
his first quotation referred to above,
that John .Calvin did not accept all
kinds of differences. That this is true
is confirmed by his comments on
words very close to the comment
quoted above on verse 33, where we
read in the Dutch t ran s I a t ion
( my only sou r c e book at pres

seven

ent): "Zo zullen wij dan bedenken,
dat men in het beoordelen der dien
aren van Christus dit teken moet
aanmerken, of zij naar vrede en
eenheid staan, en door zich vreed
zaam te gedragen, zoveel hun mo
gelijk is de twist vlieden; MITS WIJ
HET V E R S T A A N VAN DIE
VREDE
.
, WIENS BAND DE WAAR
HElD GODS IS; want wanneer men
tegen de goddeloze leer moet strijden,
zo moet men in de strijd voortgaan,
al ware het, dat hemel en aarde ver
gingen." I translate: "Thus, we have
to consider, in judging ministers of
Christ, that we ought to note this
characteristic that they strive after
peace and unity, that they conduct
themselves peaceably, that they avoid
disputings as much as possible - pro
vided we understand it to refer to
that peace which is tied together by
the bond of the truth of God; for if
one must fight against the doctrines
of ungodliness, he has to keep on
fighting, striving, though, as it were,
heaven and earth would pass away."
In summary, .it may be said that
it is crystal clear that John Calvin
knew where to distinguish between
things tolerable and things intoler
able. John Calvin knew where the
borderline was. Prof. De Koster's
mistake is that he interprets Calvin as
though he didn't know - perhaps be
cause br. De Koster himself writes as
though there is no such borderline
either! Borderlines do make a differ
ence; also perhaps, in Nigeria!

thing of the kind in Calvin here. All
will agree, no doubt, that one should
rea d the statement in the light
of the context. The context and back
ground of the letter refelTed to is
as follows: Louis du Tillet had fled,
with Calvin, from France, and had
been with him in Geneva. However,
the intense struggle in which the Re
former became involved became too
severe for the unstable and contem
plative du Tillet. Prey to indecision,
he secretly left Geneva, and went
to Strasbourg. Here he put an end to
all his fears for the Reformation by
returning to the Roman Catholic
fold. He then wrote Calvin, inform
ing him of his change, submitting to
him a reSlUne of his doubt that there
could be a lawful ministry in the
Reformation movement.

•

Calvin answered in the letter re
ferred to above. In this missive, he
stated that he was very sad about
the turn-about-face of his friend. He
wrote: '1f you do acknowledge as
churches of God those who hold us
in execration, I cannot help it. But
we should be in a sad plight if it
indeed were so." Calvin, for one, did
not recognize the Roman Catholic
Church as a true Church. He does
acknowledge, of course, that there is
a remnant of the Church among them,
even as there was such a remnant
present in the Church under the rule
of the Old Testament kings Jeroboam
and Ahah. After Calvin has finished
saying these things, he pens the
quotation taken over by Prof. De
Koster.

I am amazed at De Koster's quota
tion from a letter of Calvin to Louis
du Tillet. This brief citation says:
" ... for I perceive how many begin
to flatter themselves under the title
of The Church, strongly condemning
whatsoever is not like their own, for
which they will have to render ac
count." Lo and behold, br. De Koster
concludes from this that we cannot
deny the term 'brethren" to those
who seek our aid and leadership. He
has in mind, of course, the 'brethren"
in Nigeria, with whom the 1958 John
Calvin would surely have set up a
theQIpgical school, I presume.
Pardon me, but I do not read any

Here, Calvin, according to the con
text, tries to say that while the Ro
man Catholics flatter themselves with
the term, the only Church, he claims
that the true Church is to be found
only among the churches of the
Reformation. He therefore warns du
Tillet, saying: '1t is a step towards
separation from the Church of God
when anyone joins that which is
opposed to him." Understand my
amazement, therefore, that De Koster
deduces from this that Calvin is saying
that we cannot deny the term 'breth
ren" to those who seek our aid and
leadership in the matter of the Ni
geria United Seminary. It just is not

ei 'ht

in the context, nor in the statement
itself. I don't understand!
Then there is that final quotation
to which I would refer. I have in
mind the statement taken from a letter
of Calvin to Caroli. Br. De Koster
quotes Calvin as saying: "You are very
anxious to show that you did not
excite disturbance in the Church
without good reason; as if indeed any
honest cause could ever be advanced
for disturbing the peace of the
Church." Br. De Koster interprets
this quotation to mean that Calvin .
would prefer unity above anything.
However, again these words have
to be read in the light of their con
text. And then they mean something
else. The story of Caroli we all know.
In 1537, he had accused both Calvin
and Farel of denying the doctrine ·of
the Trinity. He declared that they
were no better than Arius. This ac
cusation was thoroughly investigated,
with the result that Caroli was de
posed from office. Caroli then retired
to Metz, from where he wrote Calvin
a letter, offering reconciliation with
the two brothers if they would pro
cure for him a benefice. Calvin an
swers him moderately. In this letter,
we can find the quotation taken over
by br. De Koster. But, in answer to
the request of Caroli, that he have an
office in the Church, Calvin also
says: "How can we do so? In the first
place, the churches are not at our
disposal, as you are well aware of;
then with what conscience could we
promise that to you before we are
distinctly agreed upon the matter of
doctrine? (italics, mine) You do not
conceal that you still dissent from
us; and yet you wish that a particular
locality should be set apart for you
to teach in. Weigh considerately
with yourself how far that would be
seemly. You would well be entitled
to esteem us worse than blockheads
were we to comply with you." (again,
italics, mine, L.P.)
Surely, it is out of place to conclude
from this that Calvin wished to say
here that unity is to be preferred
above all differences. That is crystal
clear. On the contrary, Calvin is
saying that while there may be some
difference in the exposition of cerTORCH and TRUMPET, February, 1959

tain texts in Scripture, yet there ought
always to be sound and definite agree
ment in all main points of doctrine.
The whole work and the entire career
of Calvin are there to prove this.
Besides, there is that fine treatise
by Calvin which I have already re
ferred to. I have in mind, ''Vera
Christianae Pacificationis en Ecclesiae
Reformadae Ratio." In this article,
Calvin expressed himself very clearly
on the point of ecumenicity. It is an
important work; in fact, so important,
that it was translated into the Hol
land language recently (1953, Kam
pen) by Dr. D. J. De Groot, under
the title, "Om de Eenheid en Vrede
der Kerk." (For the unity and the
peace of the Church.) In this con
nection it will suffice to quote only
from the first chapter, entitled, "about
the true peace which must be found
ed on truth."
Calvin, here, says that godly peo
ple often dislike ecclesiastical dis
putes. He shares their dislike, inas
much as Zion is disrupted by such

disputes. However, says Calvin, fre
quently subtle people use this as a
pretext to falsify the pure doctrine
of Christ. Therefore, it is important
to inquire into that peace which some
would propose. Christ has com
manded that we guard the peace of
the church; but at the same time he
says that we can be one only upon the
basis of the truth of the gospel.
Therefore, we ought not allow people
to tlu·ow dust into our eyes by the
term "union." What we should do
then is to desire peace, strive for it
with all our powers; but it would
be better that heaven and earth
would pass away than that we should
sacrifice the truth for the sake of
pious talk about unity.
Calvin continues that he does not
refer here to Mohammedans and
Jews, nor even to consistent Roman
Catholics, but to people who want
a deceitful peace, and leave us with
half a CIll'ist, because there is no
single point of doctrine which these
do not obscure. And, this kind of
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Inspiration
Means Infallibility
HENRY J. KUIPER

UR JANUARY issue called at
tention to two articles in Stro
mata, the organ of the students at
Calvin Seminary, in which the in
fallibility of Scripture was questioned
while its divine inspiration was main
tained.
There is an essential difference be
tween inspiration in a general sense,
as for example, of poets, painters,
architects, - or of the fruits of their
creative and elevating genius - and
that special inspiration which marked
the writers of Holy Scripture and the
books which they wrote. The dif
ference is not only one of content but
also of degree. Only the books of

O
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the Bible are inspired in the sense
that they are infallible, without error,
having been written under the special
guidance of tlle Holy Spirit.
It can not be emphasized too
strongly that consistency will compel
us to relinquish the doctrine of ilie
plenary (full) inspiration of the Bible
if we surrender the truth of its in
fallibility .
Let us also remember that no
docb:ine is more basic than that of the
full and verbal inspiration and in
fallibility of Scripture. All other
Clu'istian teachings are derived from
Scripture. All revealed truths stand
or fall with that doctrine. The very

degenerating piety such people call
"reformation." The final consequence
of all their efforts is that gradually
all the treasures of Our Christian faith
will be lost. They say that if only
the main points of faith remain, we
ought to be tolerant with respect to
the rest. But they operate with the
notion that Christ is given them to
be divided according to their own
pleasure. However, inasmuch as the
Son of God has given us the com
plete doctrine of his gospel, it is a
profane thing to mutilate that gospel
and keep only a part of it. Let us
therefore heed the admonition of
Paul to continue honoring Christ and
his gospel, w h e the r we live or
whether we die!
My friends, such words of the
Reformer are unequivocal. They are
open to one interpretation only. Cal
vin was the ecumenical Reformer,
indeed. But then, a proponent of a
unity founded only on the indisput
able Word of God and sound doc
trinel
Church and Nation

foundations of the Christian faith,
including all it contains, crumble if
its source, the Scripture, is found to
be unreliable in any of its parts. The
primary Author of Scripture is God
the Holy Spirit. If we cannot put
implicit trust in all that he says we
cannot have full confidence in any
of his utterances.
If the Holy Spirit was not able to
purge the minds of the secondary
authors of whatever wrong ideas or
information they may have had on
earthly matters, what assurance have
we that they were kept from error in
their declarations concerning those
great mysteries of the faith which
human reason could never divinel
Our Lord told his disciples that when
the Holy Spirit would come he would
lead them into all the truth. The
word "all" is comprehensive; it leaves
no room for exceptions.
Reservations regarding the infal
libility of the Bible mean a question
ing of the Reformed doctrine of ller
hal inspimtion - which means that
the very words of Scripture, not less
ilian its thoughts, are God-breathed.

nine

In more than one Bible passage the
thought is stressed that a certain
word or words were divinely chosen
(examples: Matthew 5: 18; John 10:
34, 35; Galatians 3: 16 ) . Thought
inspiration implies word inspiration.
As Professor John Murray puts it in
that wonderful first chapter of the
book "The Infallible Word" ( a sym
posium on the doctrine of the Bible,
by memb ers of the faculty of West
minster Seminary): "It is difficult
to understand why those wbo assent
to inspiration should stumble at
verbal inspiration. For words are the
media of thought and, so far as Scrip
ture is concerned, the written words
are the only media of communication.
If the thoughts are inspired, the
WOl'ds must be also."
MORE FROM MURRAY'S CHAPTER
ON "THE ATTESTATION OF
SCRIPTURE"

We wish all our readers could
study the aforementioned chapter by
Professor Murray in "The Infallible
Word." We regard it as an unan
swerable argument for Biblical infal
libility. In this chapter the writer
discusses the assertion, made also in
the Stromata artiCles, that we can
maintain the inspiration of the Bible
even though we question its infal
libility. We take the liberty to quote
Murray at some length:
."The fact of human authorship
does indeed seem to provide a very
easy argument for the errancy and
fallibility of Scripture. Or, to state
the matter less invidiously, human
authorship seems to provide a very
easy and necessary explanation of
what are alleged to be the facts of
errancy and fallibility. We must ac
cept the facts, it is said, rather than
hide behind the theory of inerrancy.
"Those who thus contend should,
however, be aware of the implica
tions of their position. If human in
fallibility pre c Iud e s an infallible
Scripture, then .by resistless logic it
must be maintained that we cannot
have any Scripture that is infallible
and inerrant. All of Scripture comes
to us through human instrumentality.
If such instrumentality involves fal
libility, then such fallibility must

ten

attach to the whole of Scripture. For
by what warrant can an immunity
f1'Om error be maintained in the mat
ter of 'spiritual content' and not in
the matter of historical or scientific
fact (italics mine-K)) ? Is human
fallibility suspended when 'spiritual
truth' is asserted but not suspended
in other less important matters?
"Furthermore, if infallibility can
attach to the 'spiritual' truth enun
ciated by the Biblical writers, then
it is obvious that some extraordinary
divine influence must have intervened
and become operative so as to prevent
human fallibility from leaving its
mark upon the truth expressed. If
divine influence could thus intrude
itself at certain points, why should.
not this same preserving power exer
cise itself at every point in the writing
of Scripture? Again, surely human
fallibility is just as liable to be at
work in connection with the enun
ciation of transcendent truths as it
is when it deals with the details of
historical occurrence."
WHAT ABOUT DIFFICULTIES?

Not less important than the argu
ment quoted above are the proofs
which Murray offers that the Scrip
tures themselves claim inerrancy.
However, b efore 0 f fer in g those
proofs, the writer explains what is the
proper attitude toward the apparent
( not real ) contradictions in the Bible
which s 0 m e mistakenly regard as
proofs for the fallibility of Scripture.
We quote again:
"It must be freely admitted that
there are difficulties connected with
the doctrine of Biblical infallibility.
There appear to be discrepancies and
contradictions in the Bible. Naturally,
we cannot be expected to believe
what we p erceive to involve a con
tradiction. Furthermore, disingenuous
and artificial attempts at harmony
are to be avoided, fOl' they do not
advance the cause of truth and of
faith. The conscientious student has,
therefore, great difficulty sometimes
in resolving problems raised ' by ap
parent contradictions. It is true that
many such resolve themselves when
careful study is applied to them, and
oftentimes the resolution of the dif

ficulty in the light of the various
factors involved b ecomes the occasion
for the discovery of a harmony and
a fulness of meaning that otherwise
would not have been recognized by
us. But some difficulties, p erhaps
many, remain unsolved. The earnest
student has no answer and he may
frankly confess that he is not able
to explain an apparent discrepancy
in the teaching of Scripture.
"It might seem that this confession
of his own inability to resolve seem
ing discrepancy is not compatible
with faith in Scripture as infallible.
This is, however, at the best very
superficial judgment. There is not
a doctrine of 001' Christian faith that
does not confront us with unresolved
difficulties here in this world, and the
difficulties become all the greater
just as we get nearer to the center.
It is in connection with the most
transcendent mysteries of our faith
that the difficulties multiply. The
person who thinks he has resolved
all the difficulties surrounding our
established faith in the Trinity has
probably no true faith in the Triune
God. The person who encounters
no unresolved mystery in the incar
nation of the Son of God and in his
death on Calvary's tree has not yet
learned the meaning of I Timothy
5:16. Yet these unanswered questions
are not incompatible with unshaken
faith in the Triune God and in Jesus
Christ the incarnate Son. The ques
tions are often perplexing. But they
are more often the questions of adOl'
ing wonder rather than the questions
of painful perplexity.
"So there should be no surprise if
faith in God's inerrant Word should
be quite consonant with unresolved
questions and difficulties.
"The defense of the foregoing
position that faith is not inconsistent
with unresolved questions is far more
crucial in this debate than might at
first sight appear. It lies very Close
to the vital question of what is the
proper . ground of faith in the Bible
as the Word of God. The ground of
faith emphatically is not our ability
to demonstrate all the t eaching of the
Bible to be self-consistent and true.
(Italics mine-K). This is just saying
TORCH and TRUMPET, Februa
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that rational demonstration is not
the ground of faith. The demand that
apparent contradictions in the Bible
should have to be removed before
we accord it our credit as Goas in
fallible Word rests, therefore, upon
a wholly mistaken notion of the only
proper ground of faith in the Bible.
... The nature of faith is accep
tance on the basis of testimony, and
the ground of faith is therefore testi
mony or evidence. In this matter it
is the evidence that God has pro
vided, and God provides the evidence
in his Word, the Bible. This means

simply that the basis of faith in the
Bible is the wit n e s s the Bible
itself bears to the fact that it is God's
Word, and our faith that it is infal
lible must rest upon no other basis
than the witness the Bible b ears to
that fact."
Anyone of our readers who wants
to know how convincing that witness
of the Bible to its own infallibility
is can do no better than to purchase a
copy of the book from which we have
just quoted. The title is : "The Infal
lible Word". The price is only $3.00.
The publisher is the Wm. B. Eerd
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Monday, May 23; and Tuesday, May
24. These lectures will deal with the
teachings of John Calvin. One of
these lectures will probably discuss
Calvin's doctrine of the inspiration
of Scripture. The place where these
lectures will be given has not yet
been determined and will be an
nounced later.
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We hope to show in succeeding
issues that all authorities on Re
formed doctrine agree with the posi
tion set forth by Murray. Not Re
form ed doctrine but Higher Criti
cism, Modernism, Barthianism are the
source of the denial of the Plenary
Inspiration, Verbal Inspiration, and
Infallibility of the Word of God.

Professor Murray's writings and
lectures are noted for their thorough
ness and clarity. We believe they will
also be very timely. We dare promise
that our intelligent unschooled lay
men, who are interested in Bible
teaching, as well as theologians and
schooled laymen will be able to fol
low and enjoy these lectures.

The 1959
Murray Lectures
We are happy to be able to an
nounce to our readers that Professor
John Murray, professor of Systematic
Theology at Westminster Seminary,
Philadelphia, has accepted the invi
tation of Reformed Fellowship, Inc.,
to give a series of four lectures in
Grand Rapids on the evenings of
Thursday, May 21; Friday, May 22;

mans Publishing Company, 255 Jef
ferson Avenue, S. E., Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Anyone of our publishers
or book dealers can provide you with
a copy.

The sponsors of the Murray lec
tures are particularly happy to call
attention to this event because 1959
is the 450th anniversary of John Cal
vin's birth and the 400th anniversary
of Calvin's final edition of his great
work: "The Institutes of the Christian
Religion." Professor Murray's lec
tures should be a notable feature of
the world-wide Calvin celebration in
1959.

HENRY J. KUIPER

E TAKE pleasure in telling

our readers about an impor
tant series of articles, in connection
with the John Calvin anniversary,
which will appear in the 1959 issues
of TORCH AND TRUMPET. Last year
invitations to prospective writers of
these articles went out to a number
of well known Reformed scholars.
The subjects had been selected for
the writers and most of the invitations
were accepted. The first of these
contributions has already been re
ceived and is scheduled to appear in
our March issue. The list is as fol
lows:
Calvin as Man of God and as
TORCH and TRUMPET, February, 1959

An Important Series

of Articles for 1959
Christian; by Dr. L. Praamsma of
Toronto, Canada.
Calvin as Theologian; by Dr. Fred
Klooster, professor of Dogmatics at
Calvin Seminary, Grand Rapids, Mich
igan.
Calvin as Reformer; by Dr. Paul

Woolley of Westmin~ter Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Calvin as Controversialist; by Dr.
Cornelius Van Til, professor of Apol
ogetics, Westminster Seminary, Phil
adelphia, Pennsylvania.
Calvin's Conception of the Church;

eleven

by R. B. Kuiper, President Emeritus
of Calvin Seminary, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Calvin's Conception of Culture; by
Professor Henry R. Van Til of Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Calvilis Conception of Philosophy;
by Dr. Evan Runner, of Calvin Col
lege, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Shorter articles on the Status ami
Prospect of Calvinism in various
countries have also been promised by

Dr. J. 1. Packer of Ireland, Dr. Stan
ford Reid of Canada, Prof. Johannes
G. Vos of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania,
Dr. S. Du Toit of South Africa, and
others.
Be sure to look for Dr. Praamsma's
conb:ibution in the next issue of
TORCH AND TRUMPET.

The same issue will carry an
article by the managing editor on:
"Organized Opposition in the Nether

lands to the W elfare State." Here is
a significant and growing movement
in "the old country" against an ever
expanding control of economic life
by the state, to which even the Cal
vinistic Anti-revolutionary Patty has
capitulated. At least, that is the
charge of those Calvinists who are
publicly identified with the opposi
tion movement led by Dr. Zeegers
and other leading men in the Nether
lands.

Mental Health Testing in Public
and Christian Schools
MRS. WILMA BOUMAN

T

HE RAPID and wonderful ad
vances made in the fields of psy
chiatry and psychology, with the
promise of even greater remedial help
in bringing immeasurable relief and
cure, are boons to mankind for which
we are indeed grateful to God. It is,
therefore, certainly not my intent to
underestimate the worth of these
scientific benefits to us, nor is it my
desire to impede in any way the
progress of legitimate scientific in
quiry or its attendant experimenta
tion. But science, like other fields of
learning, is ever confronted by prob
lems of a moral, ethical, or philosoph
ical nature. It is, then, to two as
pects of the mental health testing
program in our schools that your at
tention is called: the first, that our
public school facilities are being ex
ploited by the Mental Health Pro
gram for what seem to be religious
purposes; the second, the premature
release of some mental health tests
which seem to have undesirable psy
chological effects on our children.
THE CONCEPT OF RIGHT AND
WRONG BRANDED AS DANGEROUS

The first undesirable aspect seems
to have been caused by an error in
definition, one which makes the
Mental Health leaders now see mental
health in a new light. By good mental
health most people have meant a

state of well-being of the mind; in
other words, good mental health is
to the mind what good physical
health is to the body - one reason
ably free from mental disease or
deeper emotional disturbances. It is
the kind of mind that in its resilience
can overcome the daily frustrations,
annoyances, and emotional upsets
without medical help. But it seems
to me that, according to the article
by Rev. Arthur DeKruyter ( The
Banner, July 18, 1958 ), the Mental
H ealth leaders, by their own defini
tion, have moved the problem from
one dealing with the state of the mind
to one dealing with the state of the
heart - in which case we have en
tered the religious area of man. From
this article we learn that Dr. Chis
holm, president of the World Feder
ation for Mental H ealth, clearly
s tat e s the underlying philosophy
when he recognizes that morality, the
concept of right and wrong, is the
only b asic psychological distortion
capable of producing the burden of
inferiority, guilt, and fear to which
man has been subject throughout
every civilization.
QUOTING LEADERS OF THE
MENTAL HEALTH MOVEMENT

Says Dr. Chisholm: " ... For many
generations we have bowed Our necks
to the yoke of the conviction of sin.

We have swallowed all manner of
poisonous certainties fed us by our
parents, our Sunday and day school
teachers, Our priests, and others with
a vested interest in controlling us ...
There must, therefore, be a reinter
pretation and eventual eradication of
the concept of right and wrong which
has been the basis of child training;
this is one of the belated objectives
of practically all effective psycho
therapy and must also be considered
one of the legitimate objectives of
original education."
All the views expressed by Rev.
D eKruyter are cor rob 0 rat e d by
George H. Cless, Jr., in an article in
Christian Economics, September 16,
1958, who further adds that in float
ing this dangerous new concept, in
an attempt to remake human nature,
the Mental Health leaders are asking
for the abandonment of common
sense and a denial of a God-given
moral law.
According to Dr. John R. Seeley
and Dr. R. H. DYSinger, both national
leaders in the program, the move
ment promises to be revolutionary in
that the dogma of the church must
give way to the dogma of social
science. Says Seeley: "Like the early
church, the mental health movement
unites and addresses itself to 'all sorts
and conditions of men,' ... (and)
seeks to occupy the heartland of the
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old territory." Occupying the "heart
land" is religious territory, it seems to
me. Other writers also agree with Dr.
Seeley's position.
CONDEMNING THE IDEA OF SIN

In replacing these concepts, says
Professor Barbara Wootton, there will
be the danger of a moral vacuum
which must be filled "in terms that
are in harmony with the magnificent
body of new knowledge that the hu
man mind has established in the past
two centuries - knowledge which in
cidentally is itself the primary cause
of the rejection of religious dogmas."
Miss Kathleen Nott, in The Emper
or's Clothes, believes that "the only
logical conclusion of an authoritari
anism which tries to claim finality
for its 'view of human conduct and
psychology" is one that carries the
implication that "scientific investiga
tion, if and when it is carried over
into the field of human mental life
and human social behavior, is not
only fruiless, but wrong."
In seeking to replace God-given
moral standards by those of the social
scientist, Miss Nott refuses to accept
"Original Sin" as a "given," or factor.
Since such "notions" must be eradi
cated early, we 'are told in the De
Kruyter article that the "program is
admittedly preventive and begins by
treating the children" and that edu
cational facilities are being exploited
for this. Now, it is one thing to use
public funds for the common good
but it is quite another matter to use
them to advance and to propagate a
theory that threatens to reinterpret
and eradicate the historic religious
concepts of others - and all in the
name of a public health movement.
I believe this must be viewed as a
religious aspect and that we must
examine our schools to see whether
exploitation is being made of them
for the advancement of this new idea.
USING THE SCHOOLS FOR
MENTAL HEALTH TESTS

Rev. DeKruyter says this is being
'one through the "production, pur
chase, and distribution of mass edu
cztional media, such as pamphlets,
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films, reports, news bulletins, etc."
This is the more obvious way and
also the more easily recognized and
hence can be controlled by commun
ities and schools that do not agree
with the philosophy underlying this
movement. Others suggest there may
be a more subtle way in which this
eradication of the concept of right
and wrong is taking place in our
schools.
Jo Hindman, in "The Fight for
Your Child's Mind" (The American
M61'cury, November, 1957 ), says that
child guidance has provided entrance
for the preventive stage of the Mental
Health Program; t hat credulous
amateurs (teachers and counselors)
are performing the task through the
use of mental health tests and coun
seling; and that the average classroom
counselor probably does not recog
nize the "salvo as coming, almost
word for word, from 'Mental Health
and World Citizenship' - a world
wide statement prepared at the Inter
national Congress on Mental Health
who have declared as mentally un
healthy the millions of people who do
not believe in world government" and
who have set out to "'save' the mental
health of children living with non
collectivist parents ... " On one of
the mental health tests before me I
read in its statement of purpose:
"That due to ignorance, false beliefs,
and unfortunate practices on the part
of their (parents ), many a child has
neither enjoyed fair treatment nor
experienced reasonable opportunities
for making these adjustments"; that
the teacher is, therefore, "one of the
first lines of defense against mental
health difficulties." How is this
"ignorance, false beliefs, and unfor
tunate practices" to be interpreted?
Although some of the mental health
writers pay lip service to the value of
a religious faith of a seemingly harm
less type, offering mental serenity,
they also declare that what they do
oppose is the kind of faith based on
authoritarian standards and arbitrary
demands - which of c 0 u r s e the
Christian faith is. In a chapter on
"How To Have Peace Of Mind," Nor
man Vincent Peale (The Art of Liv
ing) tells us that to have peace of

mind is to have peace of heart, a
condition attained by "staying the
mind on God" which will enable us
to rise above the "insignificant mat
ters" that daily trouble us. We are
told to "go to the hills and the quiet
valleys"; we must watch the sunlight
fall gently or "lift our eyes to the
stars"; and we can "warm the bones
before a wood fire on a winter night."
TIns may be tlle kind of esthetic
religion the Mental Health advocates
mean; certainly not one based on the
Word of God which confronts man
with his guilt, but which also says,
"Let not your heart be troubled; ye
believe in God, believe also in me,"
and which offers peace of heart
through forgiveness. This is a peace
of heart and mind different from the
well-being of mind which we mean
by good mental health. After all,
the general defects which manifest
themselves in mental and physical
diseases are the results of sin; and
these afflictions, along with the bless
ings of good mental health and physi
cal fitness, bestowed by the gracious
ness of God, fall on us en masse, on
Christian and non-Christian alike;
and it is in this area that the mental
health program can legitimately work
without violating the principle of
separation of church and state.
The difficulty is that psychoanaly
sis (depending on its philosophic
bent) can represent a form of religion
in that it claims to accomplish the
same thing that Christianity does and
employs much the same technique as
does Christian morality. This makes
the choice of mental health tests a
troublesome task; yet it is important
that we know, for the same kind of
justice that "protects" the child in
a public school from learning about
God must also protect the children
of Christian parents from deliberate
attempts to undermine their particu
lar religious beliefs. (See McCollum
vs. State case and other Supreme
Court decisions of a similar nature.)
Although many mental health tests
are free from religious aspects, we
shall examine a few that seem to have
an undermining effect; but first a
word on mental health testing by way
of definition and description.

MENTAL HEALTH TESTS DESCRIBED

Mental Health tests, often called
personality tests, seek to measure
certain aspects of character and per
sonality by asking questions which
point out traits, tastes, preferences,
emotional strengths and weaknesses,
and so on. Usually these are pur
chased fro m psychological firms;
sometimes teachers make up their
own; sometimes an observational
method is employed. The form such
tests take may be oral or written,
essay, forced choice, or question and
answer type. They are always sub
jective or introspective in that they
deal with personal opinions, tastes,
and concepts. They are therefore, in
the final sense, incapable of being
verified except by the person being
tested. Although these sometimes
employ "school subject matter" as a
camouflage, such tests are not to be
confused with aptitude tests, which
deal objectively with subject matter
learned in school.
The work is done by teachers or
counselors who employ the tests for
various purposes. Some are used to
appraise a student's personality to
help him adjust socially; others are
used to identify the non-conformist,
the trouble-maker, the leader-type,
the gifted, the emotionally disturbed,
or those harboring incipient mental
disease. Still others are used, as one
test says, to "discover some very
erroneous beliefs and some bad habit
patterns." These tests are used ex
tensively in our public schools and
there is evidence that some have been
used in Christian and Cat hoi i c
schools. In 1953 there were 121 such
tests available, ranging from adult
through elementary-school leveL They
were "being sold by the millions to
schools, clinics, and private industry,
under such names as preference tests,
personality analyses, personal profiles,
character ratings, mental maturity
tests, and problem check lists."
SOME TYPICAL TESTS

Parents generally are unaware of
the "sniping directed at the family,
the home, and the church" by some of
these tests because these are usually
given without parental consent. One
fourteen

elementary test asks, "Are you usually
able to get the best seat at a program
or other meeting?" If the child an
swers, Yes, this is interpreted to mean
he has violated the Golden Rule. The
manual then instructs the teacher or
counselor: "Explain that this Golden
Rule represents a great racial achieve
ment in group living, and that it is
not based on the arbitrary demands
of either a God or a · society." This
according to Hindman, flies in the
face of "religious instruction given to
many American children, and intro
duces the child to scientific human
ism, which enthrones Man in the
place of God," and which, instead of
recognizing the problem as one of
simple childish rudeness, uses "atheis
tic instruction to lay the groundwork
for a One-World ideology that ab
scinds from the divine basis in 'Na
tural Law which observes the right
of sovereignty belonging to each
Nation."
Among the questions on some of
these tests that seem to chip away at
Christian concepts are these: (On the
elementary level) - "Do you feel that
members of your family do not like
you as well as you deserve? Is it
wrong to take things you need very
much if you are sure you won't get
caught? Does some one at home help
you get the money you need for
things?" (On the junior-high level)
- "Do you think your parents too
strict? or too lenient? Give the rea
sons why." (A few of the 330 prob
lems confronting the high-school stu
dent) - "Parents not understanding
me; Disliking church services; Clash
of opinions between me and my par
ents; Having a guilty conscience;
Failing to see value of religion in
daily life; Afraid God is going to
punish me; Moral code weakening;
Losing faith in religion; Confused on
some moral questions; Science con
flicting with my religion; Parents
favoring another child; Family quar
rels; Being treated as a 'foreigner.'"
We ask: When common sense,
based on Biblical concepts, gives a
parent the kind of judgment that
makes him encourage his child to
study hard and to respect his teach
ers, does calling to the student's

mind the following "troubles" give
help or hindrance? "Worrying about
examinations; Not fundamentally in
terested in books; Trouble with math
ematics; Can't see the school is doing
me any good; Worrying about grades;
Taking wrong subjects; Teachers lack
ing personality; Teachers lacking un
derstanding of youth; Grades unfair
as measures of ability." But common
sense is regarded as the "major buga
boo of scientific advancement"; we
are asked to abandon it.
POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON OUR
CHILDREN

Now, common sense, born of prej
udices (both good and bad) and the
accumulated wisdom of the ages,
"does not leave man hesitating (Kirk,
the Conservative Mind) in the mo
ment of decision, skeptical, puzzled,
and unresolved," because "it has pre
viously engaged our minds in a
'steady course of wisdom and virtue.'''
Sociologist George Lundberg says:
"It is the essence of prejudice that it
should be based on less than scientif
ically adequate objective grounds."
This brings us to our second thought:
Are all the tests used in our schools
"scientifically adequate" to insure no
harm to our children by way of in
jurious psychological effects?
Why does our common sense make
us skeptical of the worth of some of
these, questioning possible harm,
when that same common sense makes
us gratefully accept the benefits of
the Salk vaccine and other immuniza
tion shots? Is it because our schools
are laboratories and all our children
are being used for these experiments?
Is it because it is the essence of "an
alyzing" that the object analyzed
will be altered? Are unlicensed prac
titioners possibly doing the kind of
"consulting" and "resolving of prob
lems" that should be left only in the
capable hands of a psychiatrist?
DIVIDED OPINIONS

Within the ranks, opinion seems
divided. In 1955, Life quoted Pro
fessor Frank Freeman ("Theory and
Practice of Psychological Testing")
as saying that "the instruments at
present available still permit too wide
a margin of error for widespread or
uncritical group use; nor are their
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results refined enough to warrant the
elaborate statistical pro c e sse s to
which some of them have been sub
jected." 0 n e personality profile,
however, claims to "give quick, reli
able measures of five aspects of per
sonality ..." At that tim e non
partisan psychologists and psychia
trists said the 121 tests available had
one quality in common: none of them
worked. But one can expect that con
siderable progress may have been
made since then. For the most recent
objective view on the use of these
programs, the reader is referred to
Loren B. Pope's article (New York
Sunday Times, section E, page 9, No
vember 23, '58) which is considered
by a leading educator to be a fair ap
praisal.
One wonders how profitable coun
seling can put a question such as
this one (elementary level ) : "Do you
think it is as important to behave
well as it is to know a great deal?"
What is the object of learning the
immature opinion of a child when it
comes to recognizing the objective
values of such things as knowledge
and behavior? And by what logic
do we invite comparison?
Dr. Arthur Bestor ("Restoration of
Learning") quotes a p ediatrician and
psychiatrist on the matter of the
school's work in detecting emotional
disturbances. He claims that, al
though it was through the school's
alertness that some emotional dis
turbance was recognized early, just
as often psychological-minded teach
ers and consultants have been respon
sible for acute emotional disturbances
in a family through misguided efforts.
Writes Bestor, "The teacher who mis
understands the limit of his own
competence in matters of mental
health is as dangerous as a first-aid
worker who thinks he is qualified to
perform an appendectomy," and
grave responsibility rests with those
administrators "who encourage such
delusions of competence by asserting
that the principal task of the school
is to foster the psychological adjust
rnent of the child instead of imparting
to him knowledge and intellectual
power."

The Council For Basic Education,
which is all for proper gnidance, isn't
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happy either with the branch of
counseling that deals with maladjust
ments and personality problems:
"A recent book on guidance sug
gests that over 50 per cent of the
cases referred to the guidance de
partment in some high schools deal
with 'personality' and 'h 0 m e'
problems. W e wonder how many
of these problems are real and how
many are dreamed up by the
amateur psychologists who largely
staff the guidance offices . ..
"One way to make children neurotic
is excessive and u nne c e s s a r y
poking around in their psyches by
cut-rate Freuds; if you ask a normal
child often enough whether he feels
disliked and misunderstood, and
does he sometimes feel shaky and
nervous, and does his mother tend
to dominate the home (all ques
tions found on currently used ques
tionnaires) , he may soon imagine
problems where none existed be
fore.
'We wonder if the problems of
normal young p eople are not bet
ter met by a sympathetic teacher
of intelligence and common sense
than by the counselor, with his
paraphernalia of personality and

youth inventories, sOciograms, prob
lem check lists, behavior preference
records, and all the rest .. . "( CBE
Bulletin, April, 1958).
WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?

Surely, responsibility for what is
happening with the testing programs
rests with some one. Until parents
can be sure that what is being done
to and for their child by these tests
is not harmful nor detrimental to
their religious beliefs, until such tests
have proved their worth and validity
in a way b eneficial to the home, the
school, and the child himself, some
safeguard must be established. Hind
man suggests that parents, for their
child's immediate protection, file writ
ten request with the school board;
but more is needed. State legislation
must be initiated that will protect all
citizens and especially children of
pre-college age. California, for in
stance, includes an exemption clause
which attaches to the mental health
code of the Education Code; Massa
chusetts and Michigan do not have
this. With the added threat of the
seemingly anti-Christian aspect of the
Mental H ealth program, we must b e
doubly vigilant; Christian and Catho
lic schools through their alliance with
public education control groups invite
these dangers. Christian psychiatrists
must help, for parents and schools are
not qualified to determine matters
pertaining to this branch of medicine.
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OUTLINES ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS: by WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN
Outline XLI

ARE THOSE WHO NEVER HEARD
THE GOSPEL SAVED?
Read Amos 3:1, 2 and l uke 12:47, 48
1. THE OBJECTOR STATES, "THE DOCTRINE OF
HEll IS A CRUEL DOCTRINE, FOIt IT TEACHES
THAT GOD CASTS INTO THE DEPTHS OF HELL
COUNTLESS INNOCENT PAGANS WHO HAVE
NEVER HEARD THE GOSPEL."
ANSWER

a. "Into the depths of h ell?" The
objector is forgetting that there are
degrees of punishment in hell. Ac
cording to Leviticus 26 :28, those
covenant-children who refuse to walk
in the covenant-way will be punished
"seven times" for their sins. Amos 3:2
teaches that very severe judgments
will be visited upon Israel because,
though specially privileged, it has
nevertheless tUl"Iled its back upon
Jehovah. Luke 12:47, 48 indicates
that those who, having known the
way, have not walked in it will b e
severely lashed, while those who have
not known the way and have de
served abe a tin g will receive
much lighter pun ish men t. Ro
mans 2:12-16 proves that while those
who have sinned without the law will
perish without the law, those who
have sinned under the law will be
judged by the law. And H ebrews 10:
29 speaks of sorer punishment for
those who have trodden under foot
the Son of God than for those who
have set at nought the law of Moses.
(See Matthew 11:20-24; Luke 10:
12-15; 11: 31, 32.)
The fact that the degree of light
which a p erson has received will
make a difference is the teaching of
Scripture throughout. This does not
mean that those who sinned in a
state of relative ignorance are com
pletely without guilt. But it does
mean that a just God does not leave
out of account the privileges and op
portunities which a person has en
joyed, or the lack of these advantages.
See also Luke 23 :34; Acts 3:17; and
I Timothy 1: 13.
H ence, when anyone states that
God casts "into the depths of hell"
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those who have lived and died in the
blindness of h eathendom, he is say
ing something that is contrary to
Scripture. Not the blind heathen but
"the sons of the kingdom" are the
ones who, because of their disobedi
ence, will be cast into outer darkness
(Matthew 8:12 ).
b. "Innocent pagans?" The objector
forgets that even these blind heathen
are by no means innocent. Below
are some samples of wickedness that
were reliably reported to me by mis
sionaries. Note that word mission
aries. It implies that the people
among whom they performed their
labors were no longer completely in
darkness . Therefore, if even among
them conditions were as reported,
how much more so among those en
tirely unreached?
Dishonesty : "I am sorry that I can
not . come to the meeting. You see,
my mother-in-law died, and I must
attend the funeral." Fact subse
quently discovered: the mother-in-law
had died and had been buried years
ago . The same missionary related to
me scores of similar instances of dis
honesty, some of them almost un
believable.
Cruelty. "Ashamed of myself? Why
should I be? She disobeyed me,
tl1erefore I punish her." The mission
ary found this man's wife hanging
head-down from the branch of a
tree. Slavery, torture, cannibalism,
infanticide, sodomy, and many other
crimes abound among the so-called
"irmocent" heathen. Basic to all is
the fact that their state is that of
condemnation in Adam (Romans 5 :
12, 17, 18 ). By nature all men are
children of wrath, sold under sin,
lying in the evil one (Ephesians 2:3;
Romans 7:14; I John 5:19).
Reiecting God. "I hate your God."
Thus spoke this heathen when for
the first time he heard the voice of
God's messenger describing to him

the God of justice and of love, as
revealed in Holy Writ. And does not
Romans 1:18-32 tea c h that the
heathen rebelliously suppress and
pervert the truth? Be sure to read
that entire paragraph - verses 18-32
- in order to be cured of the
notion that the Gentiles are "inno
cent.
n

2. THE OBJECTOR CONTINUES, " NOT ALL THE
HEATHEN AIUi WICKED. THERE ARE GEN
TILES WHO, THOUGH THEY HAVE NOT THE
LAW, DO BY NATURE THE THINGS OF THE
LAW (Rom.ns 2,14). WILL NOT THESE BE
SAVED THOUGH THEY NEVER HEARD THE
GOSPEL?"
ANSWER

It is true, indeed, that the glimmer
ings of natural light whereby man
shows some regard for virtue and for
good outward behavior are far more
evident in some than in others. But
these glimmerings are insufficient to
bring even the best Gentile to a sav
ing knowledge of God and to true
conversion. God sees not only the
outward deed but also the heart of
man. In his heart man is proud of
his good deeds. Thus he shows that
he is not even able to use aright the
light which he has received. AIl his
"righteousnesses" are like a polluted
garment. It is true, to be sure, that
some heathen are far more wicked
than others. For the latter (that is,
for those "others" ) hell's punishment
wiIl be lighter. But salvation is based
on grace, not on works. If anyone
doubts the fact that faith in Jesus
Christ is the only way to salvation,
let him study the foIlowing passages:
John 3:16; 5:12; 14:6; 15:5; Acts 4:12;
Romans 3:23; and I Corinthians 3:1l.
Acts 16:14 and Romans 10:12-15
show how man arrives at faith in
Christ.
3. THE OBJECTOR PRESENTS A FINAL OBJEC·
TION , "IF SALVATION DEPENDS ON HEAR·
ING THE GOSPEL, WHY DOES NOT GOD
CAUSE EVERYBODY TO HEAR IT?"
ANSWER

One might add, And why does not
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God in his almighty providence grant
riches, health, and happiness to
everybody even in this present life?
Says Dr. H. Bavinck, "Round about
us we observe so many facts which
seem to be unreasonable, so . . . many
unaccountable calamities, such an un
even and inexplicable distribution of
destiny, and such an enormous con
trast between the extremes of joy and
sorrow, that anyone reflecting on
these things is forced to choose be
tween viewing this universe as if it
were governed by the blind will of
an unbenign deity, as is done by
pessimism or, upon the basis of
Scripture and by faith, resting on the
absolute and sovereign, yet - how
ever incomprehensible - wise and

holy will of Him who will one day
cause the full light of heaven to
dawn upon these mysteries of life"
(The Doctrine Of God, p. 396). See
Romans 9:20; then also Job 11:7 and
Isaiah ·55: 8, 9. One fact is certain:
man, lost in Adam, and adding to his
sin every day, has no inherent right
either to salvation or to hearing the
way of salvation. If he hears it, that
is grace. The plight of the heathen
should lead not to a criticism of God
but to unabating zeal to obey his
command to proclaim the gospel to all
the nations. Without the saving
knowledge of Christ the Gentiles
perish (Romans 1:32; 2:12; Revela
tion 2: 18 ) . "Rescue the perishing"
(John 3:16).

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

A. Questions Answered in the Outline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
you

What is the objector's first argument?
How do you answer it?
What is his second argument?
How do you answer that?
What is his third argument, and how do
answer that?

B. Addition ..1 Questions
1. Discuss the statement, "The heathen are
hungry for the gospeL"
2. Do you believe that it is impossible for
any adult hea then to be saved unless he hears
the gospel preached? Cannot God reveal the
gospel to him in a dream or in a vision or per
haps even in some other way?
3. Do you believe that Socrates and Plato
were saved?
4. Is it right to attempt a "theodicy"?
5. What relation has this Outline to fhe ur
gency of doing mission-work? How can we
bind this great cause upon the hearts of our
children and young people?

OUTLINES ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS: by WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN
Outline XLII

ARE ALL WHO DIE
IN INFANCY SAVED?
Read Jonah 4:6-11 and J Corinthians 7: 14
I. THE IMPOItTANCE OF THIS SUBJECT

Until recently a very high percent
age of human beings never attained
to maturity. In fact, ever so many
died in infancy. Of late, this tragic
situation has taken a turn for the
better. Concerted efforts are being
put forth to counteract the high rate
of infant-mortality and to improve the
health of the nations. Think of what
is being done by the World Health
Organization (W.H.O.), an agency
of the Economic and Social Council
of the United Nations, and by other
agencies all over the world. Even so
the goal is not yet in sight.
The que s t ion naturally arises,
Where are the souls of all these mil
lions who died in infancy? Where,
indeed, are those who constitute a
surprisingly large proportion of the
sum-total of all those who at one time
or another lived on this earth, be it
only for a few years, months, weeks,
days, hours, or even minutes or sec
onds? Must we believe that by far
the most of them are in some sense
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experiencing the agonies of everlast
ing perdition?
2. WRONG APPROACHES

FirSt, there is what may be called
the prevailing view in the Roman
Catholic Church. It amounts to this:
all unbaptized children are lost. When
they die they enter the Limbus In
fantum (or Infantium) , a place on
the outskirts of hell. Their suffering
here is negative rather than positive.
They suffer the lack of "beatific
.. "
VIswn.
Now this approach, while contain
ing indeed an element of truth (in
asmuch as it rightly recognizes the
fact that responsibility varies with
opportunity), is wrong on two counts :
a. Scripture nowhere ascribes such
importance to the omission of the
rite of baptism; b. it also nowhere
teaches the existence of a Limbus In
fantum.
Over against this is the position of
those who hold that all babies are
"innocent." According to this view,
"original sin," if it can be spoken of at
all, is not punishable apart from ac

tual transgression. Since little children
are not capable of actual transgression
but are innocent, all are saved if they
die in infancy. This, or something
akin to it, is the position of many
evangelical Protestants today. We love
these people as brothers in Christ,
but we do not believe that Scripture
endorses this reason for their position.
Infants, too, are guilty in Adam.
Moreover, they are not innocent (see
Job 14:4; Psalm 51:5; Romans 5:12,
18, 19; I Corinthians 15:22; and
Ephesians 2:3). If they are going to
be saved at all, this salvation will
have to be granted on the basis not
of their innocence but of the applica
tion of Christ's merits to them.
3. THE OFFICIAL POSITION OF THE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A.

The Westminster Confession does
not give a clear answer to the ques
tion whether all those who die in in
fancy are saved. In fact, it leaves
room rather for the opinion that some
might not be elect and saved. See
this for yourself. It states, "Elect
infants, dying in infancy, are re-
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generated and saved by Christ
through the Spirit, who worketh when
and where and how he pleaseth"
(Chapter X, Section III). In the
year 1903 the Presbyterian Church
U.S.A. has, however, "interpreted"
this article so that today one knows
exactly w her e this denomination
stands with respect to that issue. It
adopted the following Declaratory
Statement:
"The Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America does au
thoritatively declare as follows ...
With reference to Chapter X, Section
III, of the Confession of Faith, that
it is not regarded as teaching that any
who die in infancy are lost. We be
lieve that all dying in infancy are in
cluded in the election of grace, and
are regenerated and saved by Christ
through the Spirit, who works when
and where and how he pleases."
4. QUOTATIONS FROM THE WORKS
OF REFORMED THEOLOGIANS

"All who die in infancy are saved.
This is inferred from what the Bible
teaches of the analogy between Adam
and Christ (Romans 5:18, 19) ...
The Scriptures nowhere exclude any
class of infants, baptized or unbap
tized, born in Christian or in heathen
lands, of believing or unbelieving
parents, from the benefits of redemp
tion in C h r i s t" ( Charles Hodge,
Systematic Theology, Vol. I, p. 26).
"Their destiny is determined irre
spective of their choice, by an uncon
ditional decree of God, suspended for
its execution on no act of their own;
and their salvation is wrought by an
unconditional application of the grace
of Christ to their souls, through the
immediate and irresistible operation
of the Holy Spirit prior to and apart
from any action of their own proper
wills . . . This is but to say that they
are unconditionally predestinated to
salvation from the foundation of the
world" (B. B. Warfield, Two Studies
in the History of Doctrine, p. 230).
"Most Calvinistic theologians have
held that those who die in infancy
are saved ... Certainly there is noth
ing in the. Calvinistic system which
would prevent us from believing this;
and until it is proven that God could
not predestinate to eternal life all
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those whom he is pleased to call in
infancy we may be permitted to hold
this view" (L. Boettner, The Re

formed Doctrine of Predestination,"
pp. 143, 144).
Nevertheless, not all Reformed
theologians speak so positively. Some
bring out more clearly the difference,
as they see it, between infants of be
lievers and all other infants. "The
children of the covenant, baptized
or unbaptized, when they die enter
heaven; with respect to the destiny
of the others so little has been re
vealed to us that the best thing we
can do is to refrain from any positive
judgment" ( H. Bavinck, Gerefor
meerde Dogmatiek, third edition,
Vol. IV, p. 711).
Similarly, L. Berkhof, while in full
agreement with the Canons of Dort
regarding the salvation of children of
godly parents whom it pleases God
to call out of this life in their in
fancy, states with respect to the
others, "There is no Scripture evi
dence on which we can base the hope
that adult Gentiles, or even Gentile
children that have not yet come to
years of discretion, will be saved"
(Systematic Theology, pp. 638, 693).

d . Infants have not sinned in any
way similar to the adults who have
rejected the preaching of the gospel
and/or have sinned grossly against
the voice of conscience.
e. Scripture now her e explicitly
teaches that some or all un believers'
children who died in infancy are
saved. Though on the basis of b.,
c., and d. (above) a person may feel
strongly inclined to accept the posi
tion that some or all of these are
saved, he can never say that Scrip
ture positively and in so many words
declares this to be true.
f. God has given to believers and
their seed the promise found in Gen
esis 17:7 and Acts 2:38, 39. Cf. also
I Corinthians 7: 14. Hence, the Can
ons of Dort declare, "Since we are to
judge of the will of God from his
Word, which testifies that the chil
<h'en of believers are holy, not by
nature, but by virtue of the covenant
of grace, in which they together with
their parents are comprehended, godly
parents ought not to doubt the elec
tion and salvation of their children
whom it pleases God to call out of
this life in their infancy" (I, article

17).
5. SCRIPTURAL TEACHING

a. If those who die in infancy are
saved, it is not on the basis of their
innocence but on the basis of the
sovereign grace of God in Christ
applied to them (see under point 2
above ).
b. The fact that the heart of God
is concerned not only with the chil
dren of believers but also with those
of un believers, even with those "who
cannot discern between their right
hand and their left" is clearly taught
in Jonah 4:11.
c. "God's tender mercies are over
all his works," and "God is love"
(Psalm 145:9; I John 4:8). One is
therefore permitted to agree with the
beautiful lines:
"For the love of God is broader
Than the measure of man's
mind
And the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind."
(F. W . Faber, 1854)

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

A. Questions Answered in the Outline
1. Why is this subject important?
2. Describe two wrong approaches.
3. What is the official position of the Pres
byterian Church U.S.A.?

4. What was the position of Hodge and War
field? Of Bavinck and Berkhof?
5. What is the Scriptural teaching with re
spect to this subject?

B. Additional Question.
1. Would you appeal to I Kings 14:13 to
prove that some unbelievers' children who die
in infancy are saved? To Zechariah 8:5? To
Mark 10:14?
2. Do you agree with Hodge's exegesis of
Romans 5:18, 19?
3. Would you appeal to Numbers 16:31-33
(or similar passages) to prove that some un·
believers' children who die in infancy are lost?
4. What was the view of luther with respect
to this subject? Of Zwingli? Of Calvin?
5. "Satan g ets the greatest number." True or
false? What is meant by the age of account·
ability? When does a child arrive at that age?
Is it important that the matter of accountability
be impressed on the heart of the growing child?
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OUTLINES ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS: by WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN

Outline XLIII

WILL THOSE WHO WERE NOT SAVED
WHEN THEY DIED HAVE A CHANCE
TO BE SAVED AFTERWARD?
Read Matthew 25: 1-13

1. THE EXACT QUESTION

There are two misconceptions of
which we should free our minds im
mediately. On the one hand, there
are the people who b elong to this or
that sect (Russellites and so m e
others). These will sometimes con
fuse their victims by telling them that
it is not true that they believe in
"second probation" (a second trial
period Or second chance) . Their
argument is this: the heathen and
many others besides never really had
a chance; hence, an opportunity to be
saved after death is really not a sec
ond probation. It is their first chance.
Hence, in the wording of the question
as you find it above this Outline I
have purposely avoided the word
"second."

There is also an error (of omission,
I suppose) of which even some excel
lent works on doctrine are guilty.
They write about this entire matter

as if it had reference only to "the
intermediate state" (the time between
the moment when the person dies
and the moment when he is raised
from the dead) . But that is not true.
To be sure, in the course of the his
tory of doctrine there have arisen
many individuals and sects that have
confined "the after-death-opportunity
to-be-saved" to the intermediate state,
but that does not hold with respect
to all of them. The Russellites, for
example, believe that those who have
died have gone "out of existence,"
but will be recreated. They will ap
pear at the end of history with the
same thoughts in theu' brains and the
very same words on their tongues
that were there at the moment of
dissolution. Then (in the millen
nium) will come the chance to be
saved.
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But whether a sect or a person be
lieves in a chance to be saved during
the intelmediate state or at the time
of the resurrection, in either case the
belief is that after death (be it
shortly afterward or long afterward)
there will be such an opportunity to
be saved.
2. THE ARGUMENTS OF THOSE WHO ACCEPT
A FUTURE PROBATION

These arguments are not the same
for every group. Some stress this,
others that, depending on the partic
ular future-probation theory which
they hold. All stress the idea that
the fairness of God demands that he
give men this chance to be saved
after death. Some try to show that
to be damned one must have wil
fully rejected the offer of salvation.
Those who believe that a chance to
be saved will be given. to men (at
least to some of them) in the inter
mediate state generally appeal to I
Peter 3: 18, 19 and to I Peter 4: 6,
which passages are then interpreted
to mean that Christ, in the period
between his death and resurrection,
went to the underworld and there
extended the invitation unto salvation
to the spirits of the lost. And finally,
those who connect the chance to be
saved with the resurrection at the
close of hiStOl'y fantastically apply
"Scripture-passages regarding Israel's
restoration," to the future restoration
and probation of men in general.
They usually add that the resurrection
of all these people (who, by the way,
had already gone "out of existence")
will afford them a chance to make
good use of their past experience.
This "past experience will thus serve
as a deterrent on the one hand and
a spur to better things on the other."
Should they, however, choose to live

in .sin their punishment will consist
in annihilation.
3. SCRIPTURAL
IS FALSE

PROOF THAT THIS

DOCTRINE

a. Scripture teaches that it is not
up to us to tell God what is fair and
what is not fair. As I said in Outline
XLI: "Man lost in Adam, and adding
to his sin every day, has no inherent
right either to salvation or to hearing
the way of salvation." See also Daniel
4:35 and Romans 9:20.
b. It is not true that in order to be
damned man must have rejected the
offer of salvation ( Romans 1: 32; 2: 12;
Revelation 21: 8 ).
c. The interpretation of I Peter
3: 18, 19 offered by the future pro
bationists is indeed "a very precarious
exegesis of a most difficult passage
in Peter's Epistle" (A. T. Robertson,
Word Pictures, Vol. VI, p. 117).
Even if that interpretation were cor
rect, it still would not suffice to prove
the theory unless it be supposed that
in the realm of "the wicked dead"
missionary activity is continually go
ing on. It is also difficult to see why,
passing by multitudes of other lost
souls, Christ would have selected for
his mission-work in the underworld
exactly those souls (namely, of the
antediluvians - those living before
the Flood) who, while still in the
flesh, had had every opportunity to
repent (Genesis 6:3; Hebrews 11 :7).
- As to I Peter 4: 6, the context (see
verse 5) clearly indicates that here
"the dead" to whom the gospel is
preached are those who, when Jesus
comes to judge, will already have
died. The text does not mean that
the gospel is preached to men while
they are in the state of death (the
intermediate state).
d. The jump from "Israel's restora
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tion" to "future probation for men in
general" is so big and so exegetically
unsound that no further comment is
necessary.
e. Scripture teaches that the state
of unbelievers after death is a fixed
state. For the rich man in the par
able of Luke 16: 19-31 there is clearly
no further opportunity to be saved.
The wicked are kept under punish
ment until the day of the final judg
ment (II Peter 2:4, 9). The black
ness of darkness is reserved for them,
and this forever (Jude 13).
f. When once the Bridegroom ar
rives, those who "are ready" enter.
For the others the door will be shut
(Matthew 25:10-13). This exclusion
lasts forev ermore (Matthew 25:46).
The resurrection is unto life or unto
damnation, not unto probation (John

5:28,29). The risen ones are judged
accoromg to that which they have
done, not in the intermediate state
but while still in the flesh (Matthew
7:22, 23; 10:32, 33; 25:34-46; Luke
12:47, 48; II Corinthians 5:9, 10;
Galatians 6:7, 8; II Thessalonians
1:8,9).
g. After death comes not probation
but judgment (Hebrews 9:27).
h. Scripture admonishes men that
the day of salvation is NOW, not at
some future date, whether that date
be in the intermediate state or at the
close of history (Psalm 95:7, 8; II
Corinthians 6:2).

2. What are the arguments of those who, tn
one form or another, accept the doctrine of •
chance to be saved for those who have already
died?
3. Is it up to us to tell God what is fair
and what is not fair? Prove your answer by
quoting Scripture.
4. Is it true that in order to be damned a
man must have rejected the offer of salvation?

5. What are some of the other argument.
which show that according to Scripture those
who were not saved when they died have no
chance to be saved afterward?

B.

Addition.1 Questions

1. How do you interpret I Peter 3:18. 19?
2. What effect does the doctrine of probation .
after death have on doing effective mission
work?

3. Can you tell the story of Pastor Russell'.
life?
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

A. Questions Answered in the Outline

4. What are the main tenets of Russellism?
What is the best way to deal with Russellism?

1. Do all those who believe in a future pr~
batian refer this to the intermediate state?

5, What is the main lesson of the parable of
the five wise and the five foolish virgins?

OUTliNES ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS: by WilLIAM HENDRIKSEN
Outline XLIV

WHAT DOES GEHENNA MEAN?
(Does Gehenna Mean Annihilation Or Does It Mean Everlasting Punishment
for the Wicked As To Both Body and Soul When Jesus
Comes To Judge?)
Read Mark 9:43-48 and Revelation 14:9-12
1. THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME "GEHENNA"

Our English word "hell" indicates
the place of everlasting punishment
for .the wicked. In the New Testa
ment three words are used in the
original: Hades (used ten times; see
Outline XXXVIII), Gehenna ( used
twelve times), and Tartarus ( used
once). Of course there are also such
synonyms as "furnace of fire," '1ake
of fire," "second death," etc. But
only Hades, Gehenna, and Tartarus
are rendered ''hell'' in our English
New Testament. Since we have al
ready made a study of the word
Hades, we shall now investigate the
meaning of Gehenna, especially as
it occurs no less than a dozen times.
Such a study is necessary, for we
are being told that Gehenna should
never have been translated hell; in
fact, that there is no such place as
hell. Gehenna simply means Anni
hilation, so say Jehovah's Witnesses
(the Russellites). Now if that be

true then all our English and Amer
ican scholars who translated the Bible
have erred grossly; for whether you
read the Authorized Version, the
American Standard, or the Revised
Standard, you will find that in every
case Gehenna has been rendered
''hell'' in the text of these translations.
Has there been a concerted plot to
deceive the Bible-reading public? Is
everybody out of step except the
Russellites?
The best way to study the meaning
of the word Gehenna is to investigate
its origin. Ge-henna comes from Ge
Hinnom, that is, the land of Hinnom,
a valley belonging originally to Hin
nom and later to his sons. You will
find this valley on any good map of
Jerusalem (just south of the city and
curving toward the west). Origin
ally, no doubt, this was a fine place,
a beautiful valley. But it did not re
main so. It was in this valley that a
high place was built. It was subse
quently called Tophet, meaning, ac

cording to some, "place of spitting
out" or "abhorrence," according to
others, "place of burning." Either
interpretation would fit very well.
It would seem that in the top of this
high place there was a deep hole in
which much wood was piled, and
that this wood was ignited by a
stream of brimstone (see Isaiah 30:
33 ) . The wicked kings Ahaz and
Manasseh actually made their chil
dren pass through this terrible fire
as offerings to the gruesome idol
Moloch (II Chronicles 28:3; 33:6).
Others copied their wicked example
(Jeremiah 32:35) . Jeremiah predicted
that the divine judgment would strike
Tophet: God would visit the terrible
wickedness that occurred in Ge
Hinnom with such mass-destruction
that the place would become known
as "the valley of slaughter" (Jeremiah
7:31-34; 19:2; 32:35). The God
fearing king Josiah defiled this idola
trous high place, and stopped its
abominations (II Kings 23:10). After

ward Jerusalem's rubbish was burnt
here. Hence, whenever you ap
proached the valley, you would al
ways see tho s e rubbish-burning
flames.
Now by adding these various ideas
represented by Ge-Hinnom - namely,
ever-burning fire, wickedness, abom
ination, divine judgment, slaughter
- it is easily seen that this Ge
Hinnom became a symbol for the
everlasting abode of the wicked,
namely, hell. Ge-Hinnom becomes
(in Greek) Gehenna, the place of
never-ending torment.
Lest the reader become confused,
let it be stressed that there is only
one place of everlasting punishment.
Hades and Gehenna are one and the
same, as far as the place is concerned.
But when that place is called Hades,
the reference is to the abode of the
souls of the wicked before the judg
ment day; when it is called Gehenna
the reference is generally to the
abode of the wicked (body and soul )
after the judgment day.
2. DOES GEHENNA MEAN INSTANTANEOUS
ANNIHILATION OR DOES IT MEAN
EVERLASTING TORMENT?

The twelve occurrences of Ge
henna are as follows:
Matthew 5:22: the man who says
to his brother, ''You fool," is in dan
ger of «the Gehenna of fire."
Matthew 5:29; 18:9; and Mark
9:47: the man whose eye causes him
to stumble must pluck it out and
cast it away, lest his whole body,
including the two eyes, be cast into
Gehenna, the Gehenna of fire.
Matthew 5:30; Mark 9:43: a sim
ilar statement with reference to the
man whose hand causes him to
stumble.
Mark 9:45: a similar statement
with reference to the man whose foot
causes him to stumble.
Matthew 10:28; cf. Luke 12:5: God
is able to destroy both soul and body
in Gehenna.
Matthew 23:15: «twice as much
a son of Gehenna."
Matthew 23:33: «How will you
escape being sentenced to Gehenna?"
James 3:6: «The tongue ... is set
on fire by Gehenna."
Clearly, therefore, Gehenna is the
place to which God sentences the
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States the Report of the
R. C. A. Board of Education was
not Approved by jtJj General Synod
October 6, 1958
Dear Brother Kuiper:
I refer to an article which appeared in the September issue of your paper,
entitled 'The Future of Our Christian Schools," by Mr. Raymond J. Geerdes.
In the article he calls attention to the report of the Board of Education of
the Reformed Church in America on the subject of Christian Education. He is
correct in assuming that the report constitutes an attack on the philosophy of
education as it is understood by the National Union of Christian Schools. The
report, you understand, was not initiated to be such; it was intended to be an
objective study of the philosophy of education prevalent in the Reformed
Church in America. I respect the men who brought the report, but totally dis
agree with their findings; and must sadly confess that it is far from an objective
report. One almost gets the impression that it was initiated to show that pri
mary and secondary Christian Education is not necessary. It seems to me it
flagrantly flaunts the principles of psychology and more serious yet, the Biblical
principles of education.
I should like to call attention to an error in statement in the article, how
ever. The General Synod did not adopt or approve the report. The Board did,
except for two members. But the General Synod only passed a motion to
authorize the expenditure of money to send the report to each minister of the
denomination. It did not come before the Synod for approval and was not
approved. This, to some of us who do not agree with the report is important,
and I should like to correct the statement of Geerdes.
Nothing has been heard since the report has been sent down. It has re
ceived more comment outside of the RCA than inside. That may be indicative
of the regard for the report. Maybe I should write an article for your paper
from a Reformed Church minister's point of view? All in all the Report of the
Board of Education of the RCA does constitute an attack upon the philosophy
of education.
Fraternally, in Christ our Lord,
A. C. JOHNSON
(Teacher of Bible, Grand Rapids Christian High School)

November 17, 1958
Dear Brother Kuiper:
The Rev. Johnson's letter is extremely heartening. It is positive evidence
that there are those in the R. C. A. who are committed to Christian education,
and who will work actively to advance the cause within their own circles.
With this in mind I most willingly acknowledge the error of fact in my recent
article in the September issue of the TORCH AND TRUMPET entitled «The Future
of Our Christian Schools." I now recognize that the General Synod of the
R. C. A. did not officially adopt or approve the report on Christian education
It would be pointless to argue that the report of synod's duly constituted Board
of Education is the official position of the synod, or that the motion to authorize
expenditure of money to have the report sent to all consistories and ministers
constituted endorsement. Therefore I stand corrected.
In our local Christian school we have active and enthusiastic support by a
group of parents from the R. C. A. The students from the R. C. A. are good
citizens of our school. The love of the cause knows no clear-cut denominational
lines.
.
My hat is off to Rev. Johnson and others of like mind. May the Spirit give
them courage and wisdom in their struggle for commitment to Christian educa
tion within the R. C. A. as we struggle for such continued commitment within
the C. R. C.
Sincerely,
RAYMOND J. GEERDES
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wicked to be punished in both body
(eyes, hands, feet, etc.) and soul.
Not only this, but Gehenna's pun
ishment is unending. Its fire is un
quenchable (Matthew 3:12; 18:8;
Mark 9:43; Luke 3:17). The point
is not merely that there is always a
fire burning in Gehenna but that God
burns the wicked with unquenchable
fire, the fire that has been prepared
for them as well as for the devil and
his angels (Matthew 3:12; 25:41).
Their worm never dies (Mark 9:48).
Their shame is everlasting ( Daniel
12: 2). Their bonds, too, are everlasting
(Jude 6,7). They will be tormented
with fire and brimstone ... and the
smoke of their torment ascends for
ever and ever, so that they have no
rest day or night (Revelation 14:9
11). Yes, "day and night, forever
and ever" (Revelation 20:10; cf.19:3).
The passages in which this doctrine
of everlasting punishment for both
body and soul is taught are so num
erous that one actually stands aghast
that in spite of all this there are
people today who affirm that they
accept Scripture but who, neverthe
less, reject the idea of never-ending
torment. Instead of rejecting it,

everyone should strive, by means of
child-like faith in Jesus Christ, to
escape it!
One hears the objection, "But does
not Scripture teach the destruction
of the wicked?" Yes, indeed, but this
destruction is not an instantaneous
annihilation, so that there would be
nothing left of the wicked; so that, in
other words, they would cease to
exist. The destruction of which
Scripture speaks is an eve,.lasting
destruction (II Thessalonians 1:9).
Their hopes, their joys, their oppor
tunities, their riches, etc., have per
ished, and they themselves are tor
mented by this, and that forever
more. When Jeremiah speaks about
shepherds who destroyed the sheep,
did he mean that those sheep ceased
to exist? When Hosea exclaims, "0
Israel, you have destroyed yourself,"
was he trying to say that the people
had been annihilated? Did Paul
(Romans 14:15) mean to imply that
by eating meat you can annihilate
your brother? Or that he himself
had at one time annihilated the faith?
(Galatians 1:23).
Perhaps the most telling argument
against the notion that the wicked

are simply annihilated but that the
righteous continue to live forever
more is the fact that in Matthew 25:
46 the same word describes the dura
tion of both the punishment of the
former and the blessedness of the
latter: the wicked go away into ever
lasting punishment, but the righteous
into everlasting life.

Thy Word Is Truth

fact that men no longer know and appre
ciate the true, biblical doctrine of inspira
tion. Hence it is imperative for the Church
to teach its members, both young and old,
this precious truth of God.
The fact that Scripture is God-breathed,
even though the Lord made use of human
au thors, makes it infallible and inerrant.
What do we mean by these terms and is
the doctrine of inerrancy important? Or
shall we simply admit that Mark was
wrong when he relates some incident
differently from Matthew and Luke as
some one suggested recently? Shall we
say, as we read the majestic Psalms, "What
difference does it make to me whether or
not the Bible relates all its historical facts
without error, as long as I can get an
inspiration from this religious poetry"?
To this Dr. Young would reply, "By
the term infallible, as applied to the Bible,
we mean simply that the Scripture possesses
an indefectible authority. As our Lord
himself said, 'it cannot be broken' (John
10:31). It can never fail in its judgments
and statements. All that it teaches is of
unimpeachable, absolute authority, and

cannot be contravened. contradicted, or
gainsaid. Scripture is unfailing, incapable
of proving false, erroneous, or mistaken:·
It is c<inerrant," says the author, because
it has the quality of being free from error.
Dr. Young does not believe it was the
intention of the evangelists to give a ver
batim report, for example, of the words of
the rich young ruler, which are reported
differently. Variations are not to be in
terpreted as contradictions, and seeming
contradictions can often easily be reconciled
if we will take the time and try to under
stand the Bible in the light of itself.
However, it would be rash to profess
that one is able to solve all the problems
which are presented by a close study of
the Bible. On some of these we shall have
to wait for more light, but it wonld be
"yet more rash to make the dogmatic as
sertion that there are actual errors in the
Bible ... To assume that God could speak
a Word that was contrary to fact is to
assume that God Himself cannot operate
without error" (p. 165).
Actually, we must realize that the whole
question of Biblical thelsm is at stake In

"Thoughts on the Biblical Doctrine of In
spiration"
by EDWARD J. YOUNG
Wm. 8. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, 1957. 287 pages. $3.50

According to the preface of this book,
it is not intended as a technical theological
treatise but rather as a popular presentation
to acquaint the average, intelligent layman
with the importance as well as the nature
of the doctrine of the inspiration of Scrip
ture.
This purpose is admirably achieved by
Professor Young, who has the gift of
writing clearly and understandably on
biblical materials.
The author not only tells his readers what
the doctrine of inspiration is, as taught
in the Bible and accepted by the Church
in the past, but he also goes on to show
what it involves and what its denial would
entail. He indicates that one reason so
many . perversions of the true doctrine of
Scripture find acceptance is due to the
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

A. Questions Answered In the Outline
1. What three words that occur in the Greek
New Testament are rendered "hell" in our
English Bibles?
2. What do Jehovah's Witnesses teach with
respect to the meaning of the word Gehenna?
3. Te ll the history of the word Gehenna.
4. How do you distinguish between the words
Hades and Gehenna? Do they indicate two dif
ferent places, and if not, what then?
5. Prove that Gehenna cannot mean annihil ...
tion, and that it does indicate hell as the place
of everlasting punishment.
8. Additional Questions
1. What is meant by Tartarus and where does
that name occur?
2. What is meant by the lake of fire and
where does that name occur?
3. What is meant by the second death and
where does that name occur?
4. In Revelation 14:9-12, what is meant by the
man who worships the beast and his image,
and receives a mark on his forehead or on his
hand? Explain the rest of the passage (Revela
tion 14:9-12).
5. Explain Mark 9:43-48.
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the question of inspiration. If the auto
grapha (original manuscripts) are not truly
inspired of Cod and are not without error,
then God is guilty of telling us something
that is not true and the message of Chris
tianity must ever remain in doubt (p. 166).
Again, unless we believe the Bible to be the
inerrant Word of God, we cannot preach
salvation (p. 270).
With respect to the question whether
the first three chapters of Genesis are
history or legend (some speak of saga)
Dr. Young, of course, takes the historic
position that it purports to be history. He
points out that Christ and Paul also accepted
them as such (Matthew 19:6, Romans
5: 13ff. ). If the first chapters of Genesis
may not be taken as history, then Jesus
was in elror and then Paul's whole argu
ment concerning redemption in Christ also
totters. Furthermore, "In their statements
these chapters are scientifically accurate.

They do not teach anything that is not in
accord with the facts. Can anyone, for
example, point out an actual error in the
first chapter of Genesis?" (p. 167). The
author further con ten d s that the
objection against Genesis 1 from the side of
evolution breaks down before the biblical
statement that God made everything after
its kind. The charge that the first chapter
of Genesis adheres to the geocentric theory
of the universe is emasculated by the ob
servation that Genesis does not describe
the relation of the heavenly bodies to one
another but the fact that the sun and moon
serve the earth and that man as the image
bearer of God is the peak of creation.
In the last three chapters Dr. Young
stresses the importance of approaching the
Bible as the Word of God, not as a human
tradition; and in this connection he sets
forth some modem attitudes toward the
Bible. It is important to know these since
we easily fall into error, and to know an
error for what it is ought to be a good in
surance against it. The author mentions
such English-speaking liberals as Fosdick,
Richardson, Wright, and Piper; but he also
points out the error of Barth. He notes that
a distinction is often made between the Bible
as a religious guide and as a historical
document. This is also the approach of
Dr. Mackay of Princeton. Dr. Young
indicates that basically all these men are
disciples of Kant, who separated the phe
nomenal from the noumenal. The former
is .a matter of history which we can investi
gate, but the latter is beyond scientific
investigation; hence we simply accept
it by faith. Faith and knowledge are dis
joined.
There is one final matter that ought to
come up for some consideration. It concerns
the citing of texts from the Bible to prove
one's doctrinal or ethical position. One often
hears it said today, even in orthodox circles.
that the Bible is not to be used as a book
of proof texts. The liberal never hesitates
to pour out his vials of scorn and ridicule
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upon those who cite proof texts. However,
as a matter of fact, when he wants to pro
pound, centain views that are acceptable to
him, he does not hesitate to cite the words
of Jesus or of Paul or John to support
his contention. Moreover, we have the
blessed example of our Lord on the occasion
when the devil tempted him in the wilder
ness and he made reply to each temptation
by saying, "It is written." If the modem
theologians are right, then Jesus, too, had
an .improper understanding of the nature
of the Bible. But our Lord "must have
thought that the Bible was actually a body
of truth to which one could appeal at
will" (p. 219). Therefore to quote the
Bible as being authoritative for our think
ing, our loving, and our doing cannot be
dismissed as an aberration of fanatics.
HENRY R. VAN TIL

Om Het Kind
by REV. ARIS HAALBOOM
Pro Rege Publishing Com pany, Toronto, 1957

One of the problems that confronts the
Dutch immigrant in Canada is that of
Christian education. Such coveted Christian
education demands real sacrifices from the
immigrants, who are already loaded with
many financial burdens. It is therefore
highly necessary for every member of the
church to realize the urgency of Christian
education in Canada. This great need is
often obscured in the minds of some by
the practice in most Canadian public
schools of reading the Bible, offering prayer,
and singing hymns. We believe that Rev.
Haalboom has succeeded in making clear
the real need of Christian education in
Canada in this nicely reasoned and written
pamphlet.
I imagine that it is very difficult to
select and compress what one considers
essential to Christian education in such a
brief writing. It must always result in a
work that the readers find incomplete.
But we believe that it can be said of this
brochure that it covers its subject re
markably well. To illustrate this I take
the liberty to translate one short paragraph
on page 19. Here Rev. Haalboom defines
Christian education thus: "It is not simply
a matter of teaching sacred history along
side of the other subjects. It is rather that
all of the instruction given in such a school
is permeated with the Biblical principle:
Nothing of man but all of God; nothing
for man but all to the honor of God."
One might take exception to one state
ment in this pamphlet, namely, that the
matter of Christian education has not been
a struggle for our children ( een worsteling
om het kind) in Canada. In the sense in
which Rev. Haalboom takes it, namely,
that the Canadian government does not
oppose Christian education, his statement
can stand. But we believe that this word
can rightly be used in regard to Christian
education in Canada. Considering all of

the factors involved, we believe it must be
said that we are engaged in a real struggle
for the spiritual welfare of our children.
Canada is a Christian nation in a state of
serious spiritual decay. There are subtle
forces at work that threaten to undermine
our children's faith. We are therefore
happy with this contribution of Rev. Haal
boom. Be sure to read it - even if you
live in the U. S. A.
CECIL W. TUININGA

Dr. Sa'eed Of Iran
by JAY M. RASOOl! and CADY H. ALLEN
Publ ished by Grand Rapids International Pub-.
lications, 1957. 189 pages. Price $2.95

In this biography the quest of the young
Iranian Sa'eed for peace of soul is strik
ingly similar to that of Martin Luther.
Thoroughly and even fanatically acquainted
with the Moslem faith and practices, he
found in Mohammed's life and teachings
"nothing which would satisfy the longing
soul - not a drop of water to quench the
thirsty spirit" (p. 38).
His conversion to Christianity brought
him the inner peace and satisfaction which
he sought, but it also brought him untold
persecutions and dangers. as his Moslem
countrymen tried constantly to do away with
the ~~apostate." Yet he never refrained from
witnessing for his Lord for the sake of
his own personal safety. Due to his ex
ceptiona medical and surgical skills, he
was called upon to minister in every corner
of his land and to all classes of people:
from the lowliest peasant to the wealthiest
snltan, to Moslem aud Christian. To each
one his kindliness, generosity, honesty, and
above all his Christian witness were man
ifested.
The life story of such a devoted ser
vant of God and man makes for inspira
tional reading, and the many exciting ex
periences lend to it a fast·moving tempo.
However. the attempt to compress the
story of such a rich and full life into so
few pages results in a frequently diSjointed
narrative with sketchy details. Fewer
episodes more fully described would pos
sibly have been more effective.
MRS. EDWIN H. PALMER

Ware Christelijke Belijdenis Der
Nederlandse Kerken
Proeve van Hernieuwde Geloofsbezinning door
predikanten van de Gereformeerde Gezindte,
onder redactie van Dr. F. L. Bos. Published by
J. H. Kok, Kampen.

This book has more than one author
and these belong to more than just one
Church. It. is written by and for the
"Gereformeerde gezindte," not the leGere
formeerde kerken." The work has been
written in the main by eleven ministers of
the Word, five of whom belong to The
Gereformeerde Kerken, three to the "Chris
telijk Gereformeerde Kerk," two to the
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"Hervormde Kerk~" and one to the "Cere
formeerde Kerken, onderhoudende art. 31
K.O."
"Out of the brokenness of our many
churches~ however,
we cooperated in
brotherly barmony right from the beginning
as members of the One Church of God,"
states the foreword.
Yet this book is not an ordinary treat
ment of the Belgic Confession, like Dr.
H. Beets' The Reformed Doctrine Ex
plained. For example, it differs "from
all existing presentations by the fact that
it in its wordings retained a confessing
character."
Another feature is the very numerous
quotations from the Holy Scriptures, printed
in italics in the text and well indicated in
the margin.
On the left pages the text of the Con
fession is printed and the confessional and
scriptural explanation is given on the right
pages. All this adds considerably to gaining
a clear view of the matter dealt with.
From the foreword we understand that it
took quite a time to prepare this volume,
but from the result we may conclude that
this time and the efforts put into this
book have not been wasted.
It is not a book merely for reading. It
should be used and used very often. I did
so during the Lenten season and benefited
richly from doing this.
Therefore I wish for it a place in the
library of every minister who still is able
to read Dutch. As a matter of fact, I
should like to see someone prepare an
English translation and/or revision of this
book.
We should also mention that the authors
are of the opinion that this book might be
valuable for the catechetical instruction
of those who have reached an advanced
level and for societies which study our
Confession.
The only misgiving I have is that,
whereas Reformed ministers can cooperate
so harmoniously in a joint explanation of
our historic Reformed Confession, it be
comes mOre and more questionable that they
should belong to so many different
Cburches. I know this is a matter of ser
ious concern for the authors themselves,
but this does not solve the problem. May
this hook help to show, not only that we
are divided, but also that we have the duty
to unite wherever and whenever possible.
Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.
R. KOOISTRA

Eureka For Our Business Men
Enthusiastic members of the Christian
Reformed Church are always looking for
new avenues to give an account of the
hope that is in them. Our gospel is too
glorious to be hidden under a bushel!
During the religious awakening of the last
decade our efforts have been greatly in
creased to reach the ""down-and-outs:'
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There is however one section of our nation·s
population which so far has received com
paratively little attention. I am thinking of
the business men and the so-called pro
fessionals. On May 6, 1958, THE WORLD
HOME BIBLE LEAGUE, at its twentieth
anniversary, announced a brand-new plan to
meet this need. Here is the simple pro
cedure. On your desk you place one of
the New Testaments, made available espe
cially for this plan. When your customer,
patient, employee. colleague or friend comes
to see you, the attractive copy of the
New Testament on your desk will catch
his eye. Before long you will have formed
the habit of asking, "By the way, do you
read the New Testament in your home?"
You 'n be surprised how many copies you
will be placing in eager hands during the
following weeks.
Please don't delay to send your first
annual membership-fee of $10.00 to THE
WORLD HOME BIBLE LEAGUE, 425
West 107th Street, Chicago 28, Illinios.
Ask for a sower button for your lapel to
identify you and for the free New Testa
ments for "Desk Top Witnessing." Perhaps
you'll be sufficiently enthusiastic to drop
us a line and share some of your first ex
periences in this new venture with the
readers of TaRCH AND TRUMPET. Let us
hear from you!
RITS TADEMA

Centennial
by MR. JACOB DEJAGER

CENTENNIAL - 1857-1957, being a
historical survey of the existence of the
First Christian Reformed Church, Grand
Rapids, Michigan - compiled by Mr. Jacob
De Jager, clerk of consistory during twenty
two of his twenty-five years as elder.
It has been the constant endeavor of
the author "to let the present generation
feel the heartbeat of the past in our churcb
life. I also wished our members who are
recent immigrants from the Netherlands to
have a picture particularly of our early
struggles" (p. 78).
What strikes one from our present per
spective is the concern of this church with
doctrinal purity and the willingness of its
members to discuss the points at issue.
The whole story of Gijsbert Haan is also
presented with documentary evidence. It
would be well for our young ministers
to read this history for it indicates that not
tl,e ministers but the elders made the
greatest contribution in maintaining sound
doctrine. The ministers in general had
little appetite for martyrdom, that is, for
being associated with a small, disinherited
group that could not pay decent salaries
and guarantee pensions.
A great deal of attention is given to the
matter of calling ministers. many of whom
had to be induced to come from across the
sea. Also the organization of daughter
churches is given a prominent place;
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among them are Kelloggsville, Jenis~,
Eastern Avenue, Alpine Avenue, La Grave
Avenue, and Franklin Street.
Christian education, in those pioneer days,
received a great deal of attention, but
it was an ecclesiastical venture. The first
school, on Williams Street, which later
also housed the Theological Seminary was
constructed at the cost .of $3,199.31 and
was occupied October 7, 1875.
The debate concerning teaching in the
Englisb language and the problem of
collecting tuition finally brought the Chris
tian School into difficulties so that it was
decided to close its doors, which were
never reopened. The year was 1905.
However, in October of that year a meeting
was held for the organization of a society
for Christian instruction.
The total impression is one of sacrifice,
difficulties, perseverance in the truth and
the fellowship of the saints; blessings of
grace and obedience to the covenant.
This book has an index, a list of im
portant dates and events of the first hun
dred years, and many interesting pictures.
It is available for the price of printing to
all who will write the secretary of the
First Church of Grand Rapids. It would be
a worth-while addition to any church
libraryl
HENRY R. VAN TIL

Het Probleem Van De Canonisatie
Van Het Oude Testament
by Dr. J. l. KOOLE

J. H. Kok, Kampen. 1955. f1 .25

The Dutch have maintained the fine
custom that a new professor of theology,
at his inauguration, delivers a lecture in
which his basic approacb to the subject
is set forth and some problem in his field
is discussed. In the above title the new
appointee at Kampen Tbeological School
discusses the problem of the canonization
of the Old Testament. His thesis is that
we cannot properly speak of a canonization
of the Old Testament, since it bas been
accepted as inspired from the beginning
by God's ancient people and the Church.
The holy character of the Scriptures is
indelible by virtue of God's authority. The
power of the Word is not dependent on
any human canonizatioD, but is ours in
as far as we experience the grace and
the peace of our covenantal relationship
to God. This pampblet is recommended
for ministers and all others who are academ
ically orientedl
HENRY R. VAN TIL
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